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LA-RICS
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Thursday, March 28,2013

-

2:00 P.m'

LA County Fire Department Headquarters, Training Room 25
1320 N. Eastern Ave., Los Angeles, CA 900636

AGENDA POSTED: March 22,2013

Complete agendas are made available for review on the Authority's website at http://www'la-rics'org.

1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

ANNOUNCE QUORUM

3.

APPROVAL OF Legislative Committee Meeting Minutes for February 21,2013.

- Roll Call

Attachment: ltem
4

NEW BUSINESS

4.1

- DISCUSSION ITEM

Public Notice from the FCC

Attachment: ltem

4.2

3

4.1

LA-RICS Legislative Committee Meeting Schedule for 2013

Attachment: ltem 4.2
5.

PUBLIC COMMENT

6.

ADJOURNMENT

Los Angeles Regional lnteroperable Gommunications System Authority
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

AGENDA

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING I NFORMATION
Members of the public are invited to address the LA-RICS LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE on any item
on the agenda prior to action by the LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE on that specific item. Members of
the public may also address the LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE on any matter within the subject matter
jurisdiction of the LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE. The LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE will entertain such
comments during the Public Comment period. Public Comment will be limited to three (3) minutes per
individual for each item addressed, unless there are more than ten (10) comment cards for each
item, in which case the Public Comment will be limited to one (1) minute per individual. The
aforementioned limitation may be waived by the LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE's Chair.
(NOTE: Pursuant to Government Code Secfion 54954.3(b) the legislative body of a local agency may
adopt reasonable regulations, including, but not limited to, regulations limiting the total amount of
time allocated for public testimony on particular rssues and for each individual speaker.)
Members of the public who wish to address the LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE are urged to complete a
Speaker Card and submit it to the LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE Secretary prior to commencement of
the public meeting. The cards are available in the meeting room. However, should a member of the
public feel the need to address a matter while the meeting is in progress, a card may be submitted to
the LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE Secretary prior to final consideration of the matter.
It is requested that individuals who require the services of a translator contact the LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE Secretary no later than the day preceding the meeting. Whenever possible, a translator
will be provided. Sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices, or other auxiliary aids and/or
services may be provided upon request. To ensure availability, you are advised to make your request
at least 72 hours prior to the meeting vou wish to attend.
(323) 881-8291 or (323) 881-8295
SI REQUIERE SERVICIOS DE TRADUCCION, FAVOR DE NOTIFICAR LA OFICINA CON
24 HORAS POR ANTICIPADO.

January 30,2013
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MEETING MINUTES
LOS ANGELES REGIONAL
INTEROPERABLE COMMUN¡GATIONS SYSTEM AUTHORITY

LA-RICS
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Thursday, February 21,2013 o 2:30 p.m.

-4:00

p.m.

LA County Fired Department Headquarters, Training Room 26
1320 N. Eastern Ave., Los Ángeles, CA 90063

Official Voting Members Present:
Stephen Sotomayor, representative for the City of Los Angeles, Mayor's Office
Greg Doyle, representative for the City of Los Angeles Police Department
Joshua Drake, representative for the City of Los Angeles Chief Legislative Analyst Office
Olyvia Rodriguez, representative for the County of Los Angeles Chief Executive Office
Daryl Osby, Ghair, representative for the County of Los Angeles Fire Department
Mark S. Wilkins, representative for the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department
Gerardo Pinedo, representative for the County of Los Angeles DHS
Timothy Scranton, representative for the Los Angeles Area Fire Chiefs Association
Mitch Tavera, representative for the City of Culver City, At Large Seat #2
Greg Simay, representative for the City of Burbank, At Large Seat #3

Represent4tives For Official Voting Members Present:
Nancy Ramirez, representative for the Los Angeles School Police Department

Official Voting Members Absent:
June Gibson, representative for the City of Los Angeles, Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst
Mike Garcia, representative for the City of Long Beach
Scott Pickwith, representative for the Los Angeles County Police Chiefs Association
Mary Giordano, representative for the City of Torrance, At Large Seat #1
Mark Alexander, representative for the California Contract Cities Association
Joseph Payne, representative for the City of Pasadena, At Large Seat #4

Agenda ltem 3

MEETING MINUTES
Los Angeles Regional lnteroperable Communications System Authority
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

ANNOUNCE QUORUM

3.

APPROVAL OF Legislative Committee Meeting Minutes for January 30, 2013.
MOTION APPROVED

4

NEW BUSINESS _ DISCUSSION ITEM

4.1

- Roll Calltaken by Committee

Chair Daryl Osby.

FirstNet Board Meeting Results
Executive Director Pat Mallon stated that on February 12,2013, the FirsNet meeting
began and unanimously approved the Resolution that would allow a designated
FirstNet Board member to negotiate with the seven grant recipients, the conditions
and the focuses that they would like. He had a conversation with Sue Swenson, of the
BTOP grant, prior to the meeting their goal was that within 90 days to have completed
the negotiations. When Executive Director Mallon asked what exact focus areas were
they looking at, she stated that the Los Angeles area for innovative business ways on
how to build and maintain the system as LA-RICS moves fonryard, along with some
options for the end users. They want all of the seven different projects to look at all of
the different areas and see what could be applied to the national system. She
suggested that LA-RICS focus on in-building coverage. LA-RICS is using the Public
Safety Standards, so that if there was an event, the system would continue to stand.
That Public Safety skeleton is designed to cover 95% of the urban areas of the
County. The Board did unanimously approve the Resolution on February 12,2013,
and directed her that within the next 9O-days to begin negotiations.

On Friday, February 22,2013, the Executive Director Mallon has secured a
conference call with all of the seen BTOP recipients.
At the previous Legislative meeting on January 30,2013, the conditions had been
proposed by NTIA that LA-RICS felt were trouble. What LA-RICS needs to find out is
what are FirstNet's positions on those conditions. The condition of most concern is
the claw-back, which has to be interoperable and intergradeable to any national
system.
Executive Director Mallon stated that once LA-RICS gets spectrum, then FirstNet will
communicate to NTIA and advise them that they are supporting us and are able to
move fonruard. On August 30,2013, the grant expires, but the NTIA is working on
getting a 2-year extension, which will extend it for all recipients until August 30, 2015.
There are some NEPA/CEQA issues that need to be overcome, but NTIA and FirstNet
understand of these issues.

January 30, 2013
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MEETING MINUTES
Los Angeles Regional lnteroperable Communications System Authority
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

4.2

Selection of the Legislative Vice Chair and Secretary
Chair Osby opened the floor for the selection of the Vice Chair and Secretary, at which
point Legislative Committee Member Mark Wilkins nominated Legislative Committee
Member Olyvia Rodriguez for Vice Chair, which she did accept the nomination.
Legislative Committee Member Nancy Ramirez seconded the nomination. Committee
Member Ramirez nominated Joshua Drake as Secretary, Committee Member Wilkins
seconded the nomination; Committee Member Drake accepted the nomination.
MOTION APPROVED

4.3

Legislative Standards and Priorities

Committee Member Greg Simay brought up at the last committee meeting the starting
of a legislative platform. Committee Member Simay stated that one of the immediate
issues before the committee is H.R. 3630, does the Committee want to make a
comment and along what lines.
Executive Director Mallon stated that in regard to the FCC, the T-Band is something
that the Committee could take a stand on. LA-RICS has been working with the
NPSTC working group to present information to the FCC and the House of Energy
and Commerce Committee on the impact of the T-Band take-back and the cost
associated with replacing those systems are; the report is close to finalization. Since
NPSTC is a federally funding body, they cannot take a position and can only present
facts.
Some of the Board Members met with Congressman Waxman to solicit some support
for the early funding of the LMR system particularly considering the impact of H.R.
3630. The LA-RICS LMR system should be built out in 2021.

- None

5

PUBLIC COMMENT

6.

ADJOURNMENT AND NEXT MEETING
Chair Osby adjourned the meeting at3:20 p.m. The next meeting is to be determined.

January 30, 2013
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PUBLIC NOTICE

'":rc:

Federal Communications Commission
44s 12'h st., s.w.
Washington, D.C.20554

News Media lnformation 202 I 418-0500
lnternet: http://www.fcc. gov
TTY: 1 -888-835-5322

DA 13-187
Released: February 11, 2013

WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS BURTAU AND PUBLIC SAFETYAND HOMELAND
SECURITY BUREAU SEEK COMMENT ON OPTIONS FOR 470-512 MHz (T-BAND)
SPECTRUM
PS Docket No. 13-42

Comment Date: May l3r20l3
Reply Comment Date: June 11, 2013
By this Public Notice, the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and Public Safety and Homeland
Security Bureau (Bureaus) seek comment to inform the Bureaus in their recommendations to the
Commission relating to its implementation of Section 6103 of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job
Creation Act of 2012 (Act) as it applies to the 470-5l2MHz band (T-Band).r Section 6103 provides that,
not later than nine years after the date of enactment, the Commission shall ( l ) "reallocate the spectrum in
the 4'70-512 MHz band ... cunently used by public safety eligibles," and (2) "begin a system of
competitive bidding under Section 309(j) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 309(t)) to grant
new initial licenses for use of the spectrum,"2 It provides that "relocation of public safety entities from
the T-Band Spectrum" shall be completed not later than two years after completion of the system of
competitive bidding, and that proceeds from the auction of T-Band spectrum "shall be available to the
Assistant Secretary fof Commerce for Communications and Information] to make grants in such sums as
necessary to cover relocation costs for the relocation of public safety entities from the T-Band spectrum."3
On April 26,2012, the Bureaus announced a limited suspension of the acceptance and processing
of cerlain applications for Part 22 and Part 90 selices operating in the T-Band that could alter the
spectrum landscape.a The Bureaus took this action to stábilize ihe spectral environment "while the
Commission considers issues surrounding future use of the T-Band, solicits input from interested parties,
and works to implement the directives of the Act."s In a subsequent Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

'

pub. L, No. r 12-96, 126 stat. 156 (2012).

' u. g erczça¡.
3

ra. ç oro:1u;,1c;.

a

Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau Suspend the Acceptance
of Certain Part 22 and 90 Applications for 470-512 MHz (T-Band) Spectrum, Public Notice, 27 FCC
Rcd42l8 (WTB/PSHSB 2012). The Bureausissuedafuitherclarificationofthe suspensiononJune 7,2012.
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau Clarify Suspension of the
Acceptance and Processing of Certain Part 22 and 90 Applications for 470-512 MHz (T-Band) SpecÍlm, Public
Notice,27 FCC Rcd 6087 (WTB/PSHSB 2012).
and Processing

s

Strspension Notice at

l-2,
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regarding other aspects of the Act, the Commission stated that T-Band issues would be addressed ir a
forthcoming Public Notice "to advance the record on issues related to the technical, financial,
administrative, legal, and policy implications of the Act for T-Band licensees."6 This Public Notice
initiates these next steps. This Public Notice does not propose any change to the current Commission
rules regarding T-Band. Its purpose is to gather information in order to inform the Bureaus in their
recommendations to the Commission conceming when, how, and under what circumstances it is most
appropriate to reallocate the T-Band and relocate incumbent T-Band users as required by Section 6 I 03.

We encourage commenters to present specific proposals for implementing the provisions of
6 103, including the technical, financial, administrative, legal, and policy implications of each
option. To further guide public input on these issues, we seek specific comment on the questions
presented below, but also invite more general cornment:
Section

¡
o

How many licensees of all types use T-Band?
What is the approximate percentage split between public safety licensees and non-public
safety licensees on T-Band?

o

How many base station/repeaters, mobile radios, and portable radios operate on T-Band
frequencies?

o

What is the approximate percentage split between the types of systems that these licensees
use? For example: analog/digital, conventional/trunked, voice/data. What is the average cost,
age, and useful life of these systems?

o

What are the main "use cases" for T-Band systems (e.g,, dispatch, field communications,
command-and-control) and how much system capacity do these uses require?

¡
o

Can responses to the above questions be broken down with respect to each of the T-Band
urbanized areas?7

What additional information regarding incumbent T-Band users, apaft from that contained in
the Commission's Universal Licensing System (ULS) records, should the Commission
consider in its deliberations?

Section 6103 requires reallocation of T-Band spectrum "currently used by public safety eligibles"
within nine years of enactment and "relocation of public safety entities" from the T-Band not later than
two years after the completion of competitive bidding, This section fui1her provides that the Assistant
Secretary of Commerce for Communications and Information (Assistant Secretary) will "make grants in
such surns as necessary to cover relocation costs for the relocation ofpublic safety entities from the TBand spectrum." We seek comment on the following issues in comection with these provisions:

o

What altemative spectrum bands are potentially available for relocation of T-Band public
safety licensees? Could T-Band licensees relocate to other UHF-VHF spectmm bands, or to
public safety spectrum in the 700MHz or 800 MHz bands? Should spectrum bands that are
not currently allocated for public safety use be considered?

o

What is the future feasibility of T-Band public safety licensees migrating their operations to
the 700 MHz public safety broadband spectrum by becoming users of the FirstNet public
safety broadband network once that network becomes operational? Which use cases (e.g.,

6

Expanding the Economic and Innovation Opportunities of Spectrum Through Incentive Auctions, Notice
Proposed Rulemaking, Docket 12-268, 27 FCC Ptcd 72357, 12365 n 19 (2012).
1

See

47 CFR $ 90.303(b) for list ofurbanized areas.

of

dispatch) are most easily migrated to a broadband data network? What capabilities must be
developed in the FirstNet network (e.g., mission-critical voice capability) in order for T-Band
relocation to the network to be feasible, and how long will it take for the FirstNet network to
develop these capabilities?

¡

How much time is appropriate under Section 6103 to reallocate T-Band spectntm and
relocate public safety licensees? Should the Commission take the maximum period of years
allowed under the statute for these steps? What factors should be relevant in making this
assessment? If the Cornmission were to take these steps earlier than the statutory maximum,
what would be an appropriate timeline?

¡

What relocation costs are T-Band licensees likely to incur to relocate out of T-Band? To
what extent will relocation costs vary depending on what spectrum band is used for
relocation? Recognizing that under the statute, the Assistant Secretary ultimately has the
responsibility to administer the relocation grants, would it be appropriate to assume a
compensation regime similar to those previously adopted by the Commission for other
relocation obligations? For example, should we assume that the compensation regime would
provide forrecovery ofall costs associated withrelocation, including planning and
administrative costs, or only the cost of retuning and/or replacing equipment? How should
the Commission address these issues to minimize costs?

o

Should we assume that the compensation regime would provide for recovery of the cost of
retuning or replacing equipment acquired since the enactrnent of Section 6103? Or should we
assume that such recovery would be conditioned on demonstrating that such acquisition has
not increased the licensee's relocation costs over what they would have been otherwise?
How should the Commission address these issues to minimize costs?

o

Should the Commission encourage voluntary migration by T-Band public safety licensees
prior to the reallocation and relocation required by Section 6103? Are there incentives that
'Would
licensees who
the Commission could implement to encourage voluntary relocation?
relocate voluntarily be entitled to recover their relocation costs fi'om T-Band auction
proceeds? If so, would the delay in receiving such grants until after the auction be likely to
make critical services unavailable in the interim?

o

Are there potential incentives or requirements that would help facilitate T-Band relocation by
making more efficient use of replacement spectrum or reducing relocation costs? For
example, would consolidating adjacent T-Band public safety systems into larger regional
systems enable them to use rcplacement spectrum more efficiently or reduce relocation costs?
Are there potential costs or burdens associated with consolidation that would outweigh the
potential benefits? If consolidation would facilitate implementation of Section 6103, what
steps should the Commission take to encourage or require it?

o

Some state and local government agencies that are public safety-eligible also use non-public
safety frequencies in the T-Band for non-public safety activities, In addition, some public
safety entities operate on non-public safety T-Band frequencies pursuant to waivers. Should
the Commission treat these licensees as "public safety eligibles" for purposes of relocation to
altemative spectrum pu'suant to Section 6103(c)?

Section 6103 does not address the status of non-public safety licensees in the T-Band, nor does it
require their relocation to other spectrum. We seek comment on whether the Commission should
consider options for relocating non-public safety T-Band licensees in conjunction with the relocation of
public safety licensees requiredby Section 6103.

o

Should the Commission consider relocating non-public safety as well as public safety
licensees out of T-Band in order to clear larger contiguous blocks of T-Band spectrum for
3

auction that would be likely to generate higher bids? Alternatively, should the Commission
consider consolidating non-public safety licensees within a single segment of contiguous TBand spectmm (e.g., TV Channel 14 atthe bottom of the band) in orcler to clear the
remaining T-Band spectrum for auction in contiguous blocks?

¡

What alternative spectrum bands are potentially available for relocation of T-Band nonpublic safety licensees? Do T-Band non-public safety licensees require replacement
narrowband spectrum or could they relocate their opelations to commercial broadband
spectrum, either by operating their own broadband networks or becoming customers on
existing commercial broadband networks?

o

A limited amount of T-Band spectrum is designated for Part 22use,but this spectrum does
not appear to be subject to the same level of use as Paft 90 T-Band frequencies. Do
incumbent Part22 systems in T-Band require replacement spectrum, or is existing Part22
spectrum outside of T-Band sufficient to accommodate these operations?

.

If the Commission were to relocate non-public safety

o

Are there potential incentives or requirements that would help facilitate T-Band relocation or
consolidation by non-public safety licensees, if needed? For example, if the Commission
were to consolidate all non-public safety T-Band licensees into a single T-Band segment,
could the Commission expand the curent T-Band geographic limitations or relax other
restrictions as incentives?

¡

While Section 6103 does not authorize use of auction proceeds to pay for relocation of nonpublic safety licensees, are there other mechanisms available that would enable non-public
safety licensees to recover some or all of their relocation costs?

¡

In light of the enactment of Section 6103, T-Band licensees have been granted a waiver of the
January 1,2013 narrowbanding deadline,8 If, as mentioned above, the Commission
consolidates non-public safety licensees into a single segment of contiguous T-Band
spectrum or relocates them out of the T-Band, should the Commission require those licensees
to narrowband as a condition of receiving replacement spectrum? For T-Band licensees that
have not already nanowbanded, would nanowbanding on replacement spectrum be any more
costly than narrowbanding on their current channels?

licensees from T-Band, should it use
the same timetable applicable to relocation of public safety licensees or a different timetable?

We seek comment on what, if any, interim actions the Commission should take with respect to TBand incumbents prior to implementing the reallocation and relocation provisions of Section 6103:

¡

As noted above, the Bureaus have suspended the processing and filing of T-Band applicatioris
for new or expanded operations while the Commission considers issues surrounding future
use of the T-Band. Should the Commission continue this suspension until reallocation and
relocation are implemented, even if this does not occur until the maximum period of yeals
allowed by Section 6103?

o

Should the Commission consider modifying the suspension to allow certain additional types
of modifications? For example, should frequency replacements be permitted within the same
TV channel or within TV channels already designated in a given urbanized area for PLMR
use? Should Part22 applications for Part 22 fuequencies continue to be suspended? Should
the Comrnission process applications that were pending prior to the announcement of the
suspension and are curently being held in abeyance?

8.See

Lnplementation of Sections 309O and 337 of the Communications Act of 1934 as Arnended; Promotion of
Spectrum Efficient Technologies on Certain Part 90 Frequencies, Order,WT Docket No. 99-87, RM-9332, 27 FCC
Rcd 4213 (WTB/PSHSB IOET 2012).

o

Should the Commission consider other measures to resü'ict changes to T-Band incumbent
systems that would increase their relocation costs?

This proceeding shall be treated as a "permit-but-disclose" proceeding in accordance with the
Commission's ex parte rules.e Persons making ex parte presentations must file a copy of any written
presentation or a memorandum summarizingany oral presentation within two business days after the
presentation (unless a different deadline applicable to the Sunshine period applies). Persons making oral
ex parte presentations are reminded that memoranda summarizing the presentation must (l) list all
persons attending or otherwise participating in the meeting at which fhe ex parte presentation was made,
and (2) srmmarize all data presented and arguments made during the presentation. If the presentation
consisted in whole or in part of the presentation of clata or arguments already reflected in the presenter's
written comments, memoranda or other filings in the proceeding, the presenter may provide citations to
such data or arguments in his or her prior coÍrments, memotanda, or other filings (speci$ring the relevant
page and/or paragraph numbers where such data or arguments can be found) in lieu of summarizing them
in the memorandum. Documents shown or given to Commission staff durin g ex parte meetings are
deemedtobewritten expqrte presentations andmustbe filedconsistentwithrule 1.1206(b), In
proceedings govemed by rule L49(Ð or for which the Commission has made available a method of
electronic flrling, written ex pqrte presentations and memoranda summarizing oral ex parte plesentations,
and all attachments thereto, must be filed through the electronic comment filing system available for that
proceeding, and must be filed in their native format (e.g., .doc,.xml, .ppt, searchable .pdf). Participants in
this proceeding should famlliaríze themselves with the Commission's ex parle rules.
Interested parties may file comments and reply comments on or before the dates indicated on the
first page of this document. Interested parlies may file comments using: (1) the Commission's Electronic
Comment Filing System (ECFS), or (2) by filing paper copies. See Electronic Filing of Documents in
Rulemaking Proceedings, 63 FR 24121 (1998). Commenters should refer to the docket number and
the DA number on the front page of this Public Notice when filing comments.

o
o

Electronic Filers: Interested parties may file comments electronically using the Internet by
accessing the ECFS : http : //fi al lþ s s.fcc. gov /ecfs 2 /.
Paper Filers: Parlies who choose to file by paper must file an original and one copy of each
filing. If more than one docket or rulemaking number appears in the caption of this proceeding,
filers must submit two additional copies for each additional docket or rulemaking number,

Filings can be sent by hand or messenger delivery, by commercial overnight courier, or by first-class
ol overnight U.S. Postal Service mail. All filings must be addressed to the Commission's Secretary,
Office of the Secretary, Federal Comrnunications Commission.

All hand-delivered or messenger-delivered paper f,rlings for the Commission's Secretary must be
delivered to FCC Headquarters at445 12th St., SW, Room TW-4325, Washington, DC20554.
The filing hours are B:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. All hand deliveries must be held together with rubber
bands or fasteners. Any envelopes and boxes must be disposed ofbefore entering the building.
Commercial overnight mail (other than U,S. Postal Service Express Mail and Priority Mail) mus/
be sent to 9300 East Hampton Drive, Capitol Heights, MD 20743.

e

47 c.F.R. gg 1.1200 er se4.

.

U.S. Postal Service first-class, Express, and Priority mail must be addressed to 445 12th Street,
SW, Washington DC 20554.

People with Disabilities: To request materials in accessible formats for people with disabilities
(braille, large print, electronic files, audio format), send an e-mail to fcc504@,fcc.gov or call the
Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau at202-418-0530 (voice), 202-41.8-0432 (tty).

Interested parties may view documents filed in this proceeding on the Commission's Electronic
Comment Filing System (ECFS) using the following steps: (1) Access ECFS at
http://www.fcc.govlcgblecfs. (2) In the introductory screen, click on "Search for Filings." (3) In the
"Proceeding Number" box, enter the numerals in the docket number. (a) Click on the box marked
"search for Comments." A link to each document is provided in the document list. The public may
inspect and copy filings and comments during regular business hours at the FCC Reference Information
Center, 445 l2th Street, SW, Room CY-^257, Washington, DC 20554. The public may also purchase
filings and comments from the Commission's duplicating contractor, Best Copy and Printing, Inc., Portals
II, 445 12th Street, SW, Room CY -B402, Washington, DC 20554, telephone 1-800-378-3160, or via email to fcc@bcpiweb.com. The public may also download this Public Notice from the Commission's
web site at http://www.fcc.gov/.

By the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and the Public Safety and Homeland Security
Bureau.

-FCC-
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Executive Summary
On February 22,2012, the President signed Public Law tI2-96 which requires the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to begin auctioning the public safety T-Band spectrum by
February 2O2L and clear all public safety operations from the band within 2 years of auction close,
(i.e., by early 2023), This spectrum is used in LL metropolitan areas to support critical public safety
communications and provide regional interoperability among first responders. These areas are
Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San
Francisco, and Washington, D.C.

While the law provides that auction revenues can be used toward the cost of relocating public
safety operations out of the band, the law is silent on identifying a new spectrum home. The law

is

also silent on the status of thousands of industrial/business users who also utilize this spectrum and

whose frequencies are intermingled with public safety frequencies. ln response to the law, the
placed a freeze on new and expanded T-Band operations for all licensees, including both public

FCC

safety and industrial/business entities.
The National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC) responded by establishing a TBand Working Group chartered to study the issue, assess and document the impact of the

legislation and the

FCC

freeze on public safety, evaluate the viability and cost of potential relocation

options, and provide its findings to the

N PSTC

Governing Board. Approximately 60 members of the

public safety community and related industry representatives volunteered to serve on the Working

Group. This report addresses

NPSTC's analysis and findings.

Key Conclusions
Given the lack of alternative spectrum, cost of relocation, major disruption to vital public
safety services, and likelihood that the spectrum auction would not even cover relocation
costs, NPSTC believes implementing the T-Band legislation is not feasible, provides no public
interest benefit, and the matter should be re-visited by Congress.

L.

SPECTRUM - Anolysis of public safety spectrum bands shows that at least 5 of the 71 metro oreos do

not hqve sufficient spectrum in ony band to relocate their existing T-Band operations. These oreas are
the Boston, Chicogo, Los Angeles, New York, and Philodelphia metros. The odequocy of relocation
spectrum in three additional areos, 5on Froncisco, Washington, D.C., and Pittsburgh is morginal. lt is
not yet viqble to rely on the planned Notionwide Public Safety Broadband Network (NPSBN) os a likely
option to support mission critical voice operøtions thot would be disploced from the T-Bond.

2.

COST - The cost to move public safety operations in the L7 metro oreas

to new frequencies is
greater
much
billion,
than
the
likely
auction
revenue. lf TV and
55.9
industrial/busrness were also required to move, that would require odditional relocation funding,
resulting in the net auction revenue being an even greoter negøtive value.
estimated to be in

3.

excess

of

PUBLIC GAIN - It appears the intent of the law may be to goin additional broadband spectrum for
public use. Extensive TV broadcast operotions throughout the country and industrial/business
systems in 11- metro markets will remain on T-Bond channels even if publíc safety systems are
relocated out of the bond. These circumstonces are unlikely to produce the auction revenue needed

for public safety relocotion or result in odditional broadband spectum for publìc use.
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1. Introduction
1,1T Band History
The T-Band (470-5L2 MHz) is a key spectrum resource allocated for land mobile communications

operations in L1top urban areas of the United States. These

lL

urban areas, as listed in Section

90.303 are Boston, Chicago, Dallas/Ft, Worth, Washington, D.C. (including parts of Virginia and

Maryland), Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York City/Northeast New Jersey, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and San Francisco/Oakland. This spectrum, which comprises television channels L4-20

throughout most of the country, was allocated on a shared basis for land mobile operations by the
FCC

in 1971 under Docket No. 18261-.

Originally, the

FCC

planned to make some T-Band spectrum available in Detroit and Cleveland as

additionaltwo markets are also listed in the FCC rules. However, the United States
was never able to reach agreement with Canada for T-Band operation in the Detroit and Cleveland
border area.t Therefore T-Band land mobile operation is only in the 1L market areas listed above.
The premise behind the allocation of this spectrum was that these llmetropolitan areas had the
greatest challenge in locating needed land mobile spectrum for public safety first responder
operations, as well as industrial/business applications. The T-Band provided a significant
supplement of channels to support public safety operations in these critical areas. The T-Band is
still being used to support and upgrade public safety systems and those investments will be lost if
well,

so those

the T-Band is reallocated.
ln general, FCC rules allow base stations to be located within 50 miles of a set of reference

coordinates listed for each of the 11 metro areas. Mobiles and portables are allowed to operate

within a 30-mile radius around the base stations. This allowed public safety operations within 80
miles of these metro areas. lt should be noted, however, that operation on some of the T-Band
channels in certain metro areas is more restrictive to protect specific co-channel or adjacent
channel TV

stations. Some operations have also been authorized over the years, via

FCC

waiver, to

allow for operations beyond the 50-mile radius.
Not all the spectrum in 470-512 MHz (TV channels 1,4-20l,is authorized in each of the 11 markets.
Each market has the use of only certain TV channels from within the T-Band and the specific

channels and amount of spectrum vary by market, as shown in the Table 1. This table reflects
channels originally allocated in t97L plus additional channels that have been added since that time
in the Los Angeles and New York areas. Column 3 in Table l- denotes the nominal amount of total

spectrum allocated from the T-Band to public safety and industrial/business land mobile radio
services. Note that because this is television spectrum is being shared by land mobile operations,

there are situations in some markets where the total amount of nominal spectrum is not actually

l

The lack of a border agreement allowing use of the T-Band in Detroit and Cleveland did not eliminate the need for
additional spectrum. Accordingly, the FCC subsequently made spectrum available for Detroit and Cleveland on some
channels in the 421-430 MHz band.
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available. This situation occurs so that interference to/from a particular television station can be
avoided. lt may also result in making a portion of the normal 50-mile radius within which land
mobile T-Band base stations could normally be located unavailable, For example, the 50-mile circle
may be reduced in the direction of a conflicting TV station.
Table 1,1: Amount of T-Band Spectrum by Market

% of Active Land

TV Channels

NominalAmount of
Spectrum in MHz
(includes both Public

Across TV Channelsl

Mobile
Channels Licensed to
Public Safety. [% Varies

Designated for

Safety and

Metro Area

Land Mobile Use

lndustrial/Businessl

Boston

74. 16

T2

64%,87%

Chicaeo

t4,

t2

40%,56%

Dallas

16

6

20%

Houston

T7

6

3%

Los Aneeles

1,4,L5,1,6,20

24

93%, LOOY¡,I0O%,83%

Miami

t4

15

6

L7%

69%,70%,

New York

L4,15,L6

18

Philadelphia

19,20

t2

82%,78%

Pittsbureh

L4,L8

L2

4r%,IOO%

San Francisco

L6,t7

L2

37%,35%

17,L8

L2

28%,2L%

Washinston,

DC

LOO%

The breakout of T-Band spectrum used by public safety vs. industrial/business licensees varies by

market and by TV channel in that market. Originally, when the T-Band allocation was made in
1971, the FCC rules designated a defined portion of the spectrum on each W channelfor public
safety and the remaining portion of the channel for industrial/business type operations,
Subsequently, the FCC modified the rules such that the categorization of the spectrum between
public safety and industrial/business is defined on a land mobile channel-by-channel basis. Under

that approach, channels on which the first licensee is public safety are considered to be categorized
as public safety channels, whereas channels on which the first licensee is industrial/business are
considered to be industrial/business channels.
Over the years, this has resulted in changes to the portion of the T-Band spectrum that is "public
safety spectrum." The portion of the T-Band spectrum used by public safety, i.e., that subject to
Section 6103 of Public Law 772-96 as addressed in the following section of this report, is not
contiguous and varies by market and by TV channel in each market. The

NPSTC

T-Band Working

provides the range of percentages of active TBand land mobile channels that are licensed under the public safety services in each region. For
example, on TV channel 14 in Boston, 64 percent of the active land mobile channels are public
Group analyzed this situation. Column 4 in Table

1-

safety and on TV channel L6 in Boston, 87 percent of the active land mobile channels are public
safety
NPSTC T-Band Report

While complex, this reality is important to understand because Section 6103 of the legislation
refers to reallocating the T-Band spectrum currently used by public safety eligibles. lt does not
require reallocation and auction of the entire T-Band spectrum in each of the

1-1-

markets. Also

as

noted in Section 5 of this report, broadcast service operations throughout the U.S. also exist on the
T-Band spectrum. There are exceptions in certain areas and on some channels where they are used

for land mobile T-Band sharing.

1.2 Provisions of Public Law LL2-96
On February 22,2OL2,legislation was enacted to reallocate spectrum in the "D Block" within the

700 MHz band to public safety for broadband operation. This legislation, originally known as

HR

3630 while it was being developed, became Public Law Ll2-96 upon enactment. ln addition to
addressing spectrum at 700 MHz and providing funding and a governance structure for a new

public safety broadband network, Public Law 1,72-96 also included Section 6103 addressing the
public safety T-Band spectrum which reads as follows:
SEC. 6103. 47O_5T2 MHZ PUBt¡C SAFETY SPECTRUM

(a) lN GENERAL.-Not loter than 9 years after the date of enactment of this title, the
Commission

shall-

(L) reollocote the spectrum in the 470-512 MHz band (referred to in this section os

the

Band spectrum") currently used by public safety eligibles os identified in section 90.303

"T-

of

title 47, Code of Federol Regulations; and
(2) begin q system of competitive bidding under section 309(j) of the Communications Act
1934 (47 U.S.C. 309(j)) to grant new initial licenses

of

for the use of the spectrum described in

poragraph (7).
(b) AUCTION PROCEEDS.-Proceeds (including deposits and upfront payments from
successful bidders)from the competitive bidding system described in subsection

(a)(2) shall be available to the Assistønt Secretary to moke grdnts in such sums os
necessary to cover relocation costs

for the relocation of public safety entities from

the T-Bond spectrum.
(c) RELOCATION.-Relocation shall be completed not later thon 2 years ofter the dote on

which the system of competitive bidding described ìn subsection (a)(2)

¡s

completed.

Accordingly, public safety is now faced with the requirement to vacate the T-Band spectrum by
2023, unless the law is subsequently modified. To some, that timeline may seem far away.
However, to public safety agencies that have planned and deployed extensive T-Band

communications systems, this timeline is relatively near

term. Major public safety systems

normally require 3 to 5 years to develop and fully test, even after sufficient spectrum and adequate
funding are made certain and in place. Funhermore, a number of today's public safety T-Band
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networks support regional interoperability and the necessary planning required among multiple
jurisdictions to yield that benefit can also contribute to the timeline.
For comparison, the timeline to relocate public safety systems within the 800 MHz band, known as

"800 MHz rebanding," was originally estimated to take 3 years after provisions for funding and the
spectrum relocation home had been decided. However,800 MHz rebanding is has been in progress
now for 7 years and the relocations are still not complete. T-Band licensees face additional timeline
challenges since decisions still need to be made on alternative spectrum, specific provisions to
ensure sufficient funding for relocations and a process to obtain the necessary funding.

Furthermore, if T-Band agencies are relocated to a completely different frequency band, the moves

will be more challenging and complex than those in 800 MHz rebanding, where systems stayed in
the same overall spectrum band.
The legislation did not identify the spectrum to which current T-Band licensees would move. While
the legislation provides that proceeds from auction of the T-Band spectrum can be used to relocate
public safety systems, it did not address any relocation cost estimates or whether expected auct¡on
proceeds would be sufficient to cover those costs. Note that Section 4 of this report addresses the

estimated cost of relocation and Section 5 addresses potential auction revenues.
The legislation made no mention of industrial/business licensees that also could be impacted by an
auction of the T-Band spectrum. The primary focus of this report is public safety. However, NPSTC
is mindful that neighboring industrial/business licensees also in the band could be impacted.

Therefore,

NPSTC has been coordinating with associations such as the Land Mobile
Communications Council (LMCC) and the Enterprise Wireless Alliance (EWA), as well as
representative for the Personal Communications lndustry Association (PCIA).

1.3

a

FCC Freeze

ln April 2OI2, the

imposed a freeze on new T-Band licenses or modifications to existing
licenses that would expand their spectrum or geographic footprint.2 The freeze impacts both public
FCC

safety and industrial/business users. ln imposing the freeze, the

FCC

indicated applicants may

request a waiver but that applicants should carefully review the criteria to submit such waiver
requests. To date the FCC has both granted and denied various requests for waivers ofthe freeze.
While the FCC does have jurisdiction to waive or modify the T-Band freeze it has imposed, it cannot

"waive" the specific legislative provisions that require reallocation and auction of the T-Band
spectrum.

1.4

'

FCC

Public Notice Seeking Comments

wtRrLrss rELEcoMMUNrcATroNs

BUREAU AND puBLrc sAFETy AND HoMELAND

sEcuRrry BUREAU suspEND THE

ACCEPTANCE AND PROCESSING OF CERTAIN PART 22 AND 90 APPLICATIONS FOR 470-512 MHz (T-BAND) SPECTRUM,
Publ ic

Notice

D

A L2-643, released April 26, 20L2.
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On February tI,2OL3, the FCC issued a Public Notice (PN) seeking comment on a number of issues
related to the T-Band public safety spectrum auction and relocation mandated in the legislation.3
The FCC raises a number of questions revolving around characterization of current T-Band
operations, availability of alternative spectrum, and estimate relocation costs. Given the legislation
discussed in Section 1.2 of this NPSTC Report, the FCC has no option but to address these issues
unless and until the legislation is rescinded or modified.

Many of the issues raised by FCC have been addressed by the NPSTC T-Band Working Group.
Accordingly, NPSTC believes the information in this report will help provide insight on those issues
raised in the

FCC

Public Notice and the significant impact public safety faces as a result of the

legislation.

1.5 NPSTC Approach
Together, the provisions of the legislation and the FCC freeze on new or expanded T-Band licensing
unfortunately have placed public safety users of the T-Band in limbo. There is uncertainty in the
market on whether the legislation can be changed and, if not, what replacement spectrum is
available, what process/timing will be implemented to obtain funding for relocations, and whether

that funding will be sufficient to cover legitimate costs.
This NPSTC report clarifies the spectrum and funding challenges public safety faces as a result of
the legislation. NPSTC provides this information to assist public safety agencies and organizations

to seek resolution to the specific needs of the first responder
community. This report is divided into five sections which represent different components of the
issue. Section 2 characterizes T-Band Usage, Section 3 addresses at a high levelthe potential
availability of alternative spectrum, Section 4 provides an estimate of relocation costs, and Section
5 examines whether T-Band auction revenue is likely to be sufficient to cover estimated relocation
as they advance this issue and

cost.

It is beyond the scope of NPSTC's work, however, to develop frequency plans or detailed cost
estimates for relocation of specific T-Band agency systems. The availability of any specific
frequency is always location dependent and a number of the affected systems are complex with

multiple sites, multiple licensees in the area, a mix of conventional and trunking operations, and
the need to account for interoperability across neighboring jurisdictions in a region. An analysis of
the cost to move any specific system to an alternative spectrum would require significant work to

first identify the actual availability of alternative spectrum

and to then redesign the system in that

spectrum to meet the public safety licensee's operational and interoperability requirements.
Furthermore, any such planning for one licensee must not be done in a vacuum, since all adjoining
agencies using T-Band spectrum may be impacted by the movement of any one agency. Unless the

3

Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau Seek Comment on Options for
47-512MHz (T-Band) Spectrum, PS Docket No. 13-42, February 77,201^3.
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provisions of Section 6103 of the law are rescinded, all T-Band public safety licensees would face
the need to relocate to other spectrum. Therefore, planning for such relocation would be a
massive undertaking.

2. T-Band Usage and Impact
2.1 Overview Descriptions
Public safety agencies make heavy use of the T-Band spectrum. The spectrum was originally

allocated in L97t because existing spectrum bands in the major urban areas were unable to
support needed expansion of public safety systems where demand for public safety services was

the greatest. Since that time, localjurisdictions in the L1 major metro markets where the spectrum
is allocated have increasingly built out radio and data systems to support their growing mission
critical communications requirements. ln many cases, these T-Band networks are shared to
provide regional interoperability among multiple jurisdictions and first responders. Examples of
such regional interoperability include the Boston Area Police Emergency Radio Network (BAPERN),

the

Los Angeles Regional

lnteroperable Radios System (LA-RICS), and the lnteragency

Communications nteropera bility System (lClS).
I

Public safety communications requirements are not static. Those needs grow and as a result, pentup demand can exist even considering periodic spectrum allocations and deployment of improved

technology that provides greater spectrum efficiency, especially in highly dense areas such as the TBand cities.

While the T-Band has a common attribute of being critical to public safety, the deployment and

operational procedures may vary across the LL metro areas. Accordingly, specific plans to
implement relocation of the systems to alternative spectrum need to consider those differences
and ensure operational capabilities are maintained.

2.2 Summary of FCC License Statistics
Members of the NPSTC Working Group gathered and analyzed information on T-Band usage by
region. This data mining initiative gathered information regarding the number of frequencies, RF
sites, repeaters, and mobiles/portables based on publicly available licensing database records

originally sourced from the

FCC's Universal Licensing System (ULS).

The ULS license information is built up over time. Use of this information ¡s not as simple as simply
copying the records. Additional work is required to "scrub" the data to eliminate what is essentially

duplicate information. Given the high level of usage of the T-Band spectrum and the fact that many
agencies hold multiple licenses, the volume of data is significant. Members of the Working Group
who engaged in the analysis have familiarity with licensing data and removed duplicate information
to the best of their abilities.
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The following table summarizes the information gleaned from the data mining initiative:
Table 2.1: Summary of Public Safety T-Band Env¡ronment by Region

Region

Licensees

Channels

RF

Sites

Repeaters

Mobiles/
Portables

Licensed

Boston

209

596

636

1,081

30,439

Chicago

Lt4

279

2L2

477

23,965

19

55

51

95

3,392

6

7

8

8

277

50

546

474

7,8L4

41,,70L

43

28

70

2,067

Dallas

Houston
Los Angeles

Miami

L5

New York

222

L054

75L

3,348

94,83r

Philadelphia

150

790

467

2,893

6r,734

Pittsburgh

30

LO7

88

369

9,598

San

54

21.6

234

694

16,990

22

L29

87

465

L0,L03

3,036

L7,374

295,097

Francisco

Washington,
DC

Totals

925

3,822

The data listed reflects combined information for conventional and trunked T-Band licenses in each

region. The "channels licensed" can include frequency re-use within the region. These channels
licensed represent frequency pairs and exclude "mobile only" frequencies for unit-to-unit direct
communications.
The analysis reveals that the T-Band environment varies across the LL regions. Boston, Chicago,
Los Angeles, New York, and Philadelphia have the heaviest usage. Usage in Pittsburgh, San

Francisco and Washington, D.C. is moderate and in Dallas, Houston, and Miami usage is less. This

result is also partially reflective of the disparity in T-Band spectrum available across the 11 markets
as addressed previously in this report.

2.3

NPSTC

Questionnaire Process and Results
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The Working Group decided to develop a web-based questionnaire to which T-Band licensees could
respond. The purpose of the questionnaire was to collect information that would add to the
understanding of the T-Band environment and usage. Working with T-Band licensees, consultants,
and members of industry on the Working Group, NPSTC developed the questionnaire and posted it
on the NPSTC web site in August 2Ot2.The availability of the questionnaire, which remained open
until early October 2012, was publicized through relevant trade publications and public safety
association conferences.
The following charts highlight key results of responses to the questionnaire. NPSTC cautions that
these results reflect only the information gathered through the responses received. As with any

questionnaire, only a portion of the licensees affected bythe provisions of the legislation
responded.
Please select all of the agency types operating on th¡s T-Band radio system:

83.5%

ETI

As can be seen in the bar graph above, the T-Band spectrum supports the full range of public safety

entities, including law enforcement, the fire service, and the emergency medical services. ln
addition, there are other state and local government entities critical to the public's well-being that
are also served by T-Band systems deployed primarily for public safety operations. Because

FCC

rules on eligibility vary across different bands, one issue that will be faced is whether all current
users of the T-Band spectrum will be allowable users in some potential alternative bands. For
example, the eligibility in the 700 MHz band is generally more restrictive than in the T-Band.
Please select all of the uses lor this T-Band System:

36.79ó

25|i6
Lls{l by firsr r4poiJHs {oßdrrra:e
iliùli ALL¡!lrt aûd entrtqênrt ÈvÈills
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The bar graph above shows that T-Band systems are used almost as much for interoperability as for

daily activities and emergency events. Further, as indicated in the pie chart below, T-Band systems
are not necessarily stand-alone. One-third of the agencies responding indicated they also use
spectrum in the adjacent UHF (450-470 MHz) band. A number of current public safety mobile and

portable units in operation today incorporate the capability to operate across both the 450-470
MHz UHF band and the 470-512 MHz T-Band. This means that in order to maintain interoperability
following a relocation, agencies will need to identify interoperable spectrum assets that extend
beyond those used solely in the T-Band. Alternatively, agencies may need multi-band radios that
operate on both UHF and the selected relocation spectrum.
The questionnaire also asked about the type of traffic carrìed on the respondents' current T-Band

system,( i.e., whether it is voice, data, or both). The following pie chart shows that the

predominant usage is for voice with only one-fifth of the systems providing both voice and data.
Less than one percent of the systems are operated for data alone. Therefore, any plan to relocate
T-Band systems to 700 MHz broadband would mean that provisions for broadband Long Term
Evolution (LTE) mission critical voice must be standardized, tested, and be built out to provide
equivalent coverage and reliability to that of today's T-Band systems. As addressed in Sections

3

and 4 of this report, there is significant risk in relying on the Nationwide Public Safety Broadband

Network (NPSBN) as there is no solution on the horizon that would enable public safety entities to
comply with the current law and retain mission critical public safety grade voice communications.
the mode being used in today's T-Band systems, (i.e., whether they are
conventional or trunked). The following questionnaire results show these systems are
overwhelmingly conventional with about one-fifth including both trunked and conventional modes
of operation. lt is important to note that current FCC rules require trunked operation for systems
with five or more channels in the potential relocation bands of 700 MHz or 800 MHz. The basis of
NPSTC asked about

that trunking is generally regarded as more spectrally efficient than conventional. Those
rules are not applicable to the T-Band spectrum, so they would represent a new requirement for T-

the rule

is

Band licensees moving to those bands.

Does youI system support both voice and data?

Bdr vdæ

ild

Count

Percenl96

23
95
1

7980k

dârô

19.96

\tiæ mly 79.9ó

8. Does your system support both voice and data?
Value

Both voice atrd
Voice only

Data only

r:1at¿i

19 3)á

0 U'lo

L3

SÞtistics

Responses
Skipped

f0tâl

ll-g
37

There are many differences when comparing trunking and conventional operations. The degree of
positive or negative impact can vary with system design, governance, and a given agency's
operational structure and procedures. Moving from conventional to a properly designed trunked
system could have a positive impact on the relocation spectrum capacity needed and allow each
user agency the option to access more channels overall. Those benefits would entail higher

incremental relocation costs, but could allow those costs to be shared across multiple agencies that
today each have their own system. While not studied extensively for this report, some public
safety agencies cite operational differences between trunked and conventional systems. For
example, they noted that while trunked operations have benefits for wide-area operations,

conventional systems can be better matched to specialized uses such as fire-ground
communications.
The T-Band spectrum is a significant resource to support mission critical voice interoperability in the

top markets. ln the questionnaire, NPSTC asked about the impact to interoperability if the
responding agency has to move from the T-Band. As shown below, over 80 percent advised
interoperability would be impacted.

Will interoperabilitv with other agencies be impacted ilyour agency has to
move from the T-Band to anoher band?

ln addition to the impact of the legislation, NPSTC included a question to assess the impact of the
FCC freeze on new or expanded T-Band licenses. Approximately 40 percent of the agencies
responding said they are being impacted by the freeze,
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17. The FCC has frozen certain types of license changes in the T-Band. This will prevent adding
sites, channels, and enhancing coverage. Did you have plans to modify your T-Band system to

nreet ope rational needs?

Value

Count

Yes, \¡,/e lvete plannin.r¡ to màkÈ systenr chtrnges th¿rt arÈ now
rrneler the freez?

Vis.v/e r.Jere planninr¡ to nìrke
.nder tne freeze

syste

il

ir.oh¡bited 63

changes that are still iìllowed

No. uur systurìì, as currcrrtly liocnsed.,/rill mect
year ;¿023

DUr needs thrcrugh

Percent

6i

lolal

RespoFses

i54

a'$'o
,,1S

lJt

Other

Shtislics

¡!D g0./o

13

the

oó

5%

7.Lt'o

information from public safety respondents on their ability to move off the TBand as Congress has directed. The results show that over half of the agencies responding have no
spectrum in their area, with an additional 16 percent having spectrum but no funding. At the time
the questionnaire was completed approximately 30 percent of the respondents had not studied the
NPSTC requested

problem. Given the multi-year timeline to plan and deploy a new public safety-grade system, it is
clear there is much work to do in a relatively short period of t¡me to comply with the Congressional
direction. Lack of a clear and viable path in the immediate future places public safety at risk. As the
T-Band systems age and the licensees' needs increase or change, the lack of a path will further
exacerbate the risks.
18. Can your agency move off of the T-Band to another band? (do you have a solution available to

you?)

Value
No Îìere is no speclrurÌì

Count
¡r.¡¿iilal;ìe ilr rlLlr areÀ to s,-rpport

our

ofler¿(tione
Yes VJe hâve úther s^peclrl¡rn

5:j%

19

16 2g¡r

cao ¡novc lo:alnd we h¡ve o¡:r own

1

o gqb

theAct

35

Yes \Ve lìn,/e other spec[fl¡Ir !!e c¡ìll ¡ìove to;l]ut have no
,.¡,,9

GZ

Percenl96

furnding

furnclinq
Unknown We have not srudied how

r,l,e coulci cornply ú/¡th

Shtistics

Respo¡rses LI1
Skipped
l9
Ïotal

Z*,Qcil¡

Finally, NPSTC asked agencies why they selected the T-Band spectrum. The response as
summarized in the following chart indicated a lack of other spectrum, superior coverage ability of
the T-Band spectrum, access to protected use (exclusivity), and interoperability with other agencies

were all found to be significant factors in the spectrum selection. As agencies search for
alternativesto the T-Band (as required underthe current legislation), these factors willcontinue to
be critical.
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Why did your âgency choose T-Band (check äìl that apply):

9.6%

'.ÐrlhÉrsÊidrurìwaÉ
LJildi io

rì:Éci

--_l

Srlj¡ilúq!ì0¿lro,efr.ìÉrn

ilúÈr, trl:ùs¿,r¡t;l¿rrì

itr¿ [adrl

ú\¡¿jl¿llÈ rù L{lìËr

urr ,1r¿l¡ìlrra¡ n€:d5

19. Why did your agency choose T-Band (check all that apply):

Value
f',lo othr.r :ìfre(

Count
trrirÌl ivas ¡,¡;Lilable in ottrcr bancls to tneet or,r

n+ecis

opcrltiolral iZ

Percent
02

o,ó

ûili

SÞristics
Totül tìespoilsr-.s
Skippr:cl

Supcrior s¡qlrl coveralte in rhe

115

4t

l-rarrrl

Exclusr'rie ¡-lloc¡r.tion chitìnels
rrrter

oDe,iatlrlity \,.,,th

oihrr pl¡irlic safL'ty aqencies

lither, pl*ase erllliÌÍn:

ln summary, these results provide some additional insight into the complexity of the situation

created by the legislative direction regarding the future of public safety use In the T-Band.

3. Evaluation of Potential Spectrum Alternatives
3.1 Overview of Spectrum Evaluation
started an evaluation of potential spectrum alternatives to support public safety T-Band
systems that are displaced by the law. This evaluation began with a focus on the current public
NPSTC

safety bands, including the VHF, UHF, 700 MHz narrowband, 800 MHz, and the 700 MHz public
safety broadband spectrum. Each of these bands has unique attributes, including some technical
and regulatory issues. The following section addresses the environment and analysis in each

frequency band.

3.2 The VHF tsand (I5O-"1.74 MHz)
While the VHF band is normally described as 150-L74 MHz, local and state public safety agencies

only have access to 3.6 MHz of spectrum out of the24 MHz of total spectrum in this band. Over 12
MHz of the band is used by federal agencies. The remainder is used for maritime, aeronautical,
industrial/land transportation/business, and other uses. The VHF spectrum is organized with
channel centers normally located every 7.5 kHz with a channel bandwidth of 12.5 kHz. This results
in overlap between adjacent channels. Geographic spacing is used on a frequency coordinated

to help compensate for that adjacent channel spectrum overlap. Such spacing means that all
channels would not normally be assignable in the same location. Equipment in this band had
traditionally supported 25kïz channels on centers spaced every 15 kHz, but narrowbanding
requirements effective January L,2OI3, require an equivalent efficiency of at least one voice path
basis
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per 12.5 kHz (unless the

FCC

granted an agency a waiver and extension of that date). As of January

L,2013, most operations in the VHF band will be at 12.5 kHz efficiency and operate with a L2.5 k1z
width. Mixed bandwidths are no longer prevalent but are still possible as the FCC has

channel

provided a limited number of waivers of the

Janua ry L,2O13, narrowband deadline.a

The VHF band is unique among the land mobile bands available to public safety in that there is no

standardized pairing of base and mobile frequencies in the band. This is a historical artifact of the

original organization of the band. That said, because of heavy existing usage, reorganizing the band
to support standardized channel pairing would be a challenging, lengthy, and potentially costly
process even though it would be beneficial and a laudable goal if it could be accomplished. Given

the non-standard pairing, it is not unusual in the VHF band for one licensee to operate a base
transmitter on the exact same frequency as another licensee's base receiver. Compared to other
bands, including the T-Band in which standardized base/mobile pairing exists, the VHF environment
creates a greater risk of interference and a more challenging environment in which to coordinate
frequencies among multiple users over a given area.
The VHF band is heavily used, especially in populated markets including the 1L T-Band regions

wheredemandforspectrumisthegreatest. With3.6MHzofspectrumandchannelcentersspaced
every 7.5 kHz, there are only about 480 channels in the band. Under FCC rules, these channels are
mostly shared on a frequency coordinated basis. Theoretically, given the lack of exclusivity for any
given licensee, public safety coordinators can continue to pack more and more systems on these
channels. As a practical matter, however, doing so can increase interference among other users on
the same or adjacent channels. Therefore, where possible, public safety frequency coordinators
strive to ensure some geographic spacing between a newly proposed operation and existing
operations on the same channel or the next adjacent channels. Accordingly, not all of the 480
channels in the band can be licensed in the same area without creating some interference, The
Association of Public Safety Communications Official-lnternational (APCO), which functions as one
of the frequency advisory committees, provided the following summary of VHF licensing statistics
by T-Band region:

a

Also, the rules provide for equivalent efficiency on both voice and data. For example, a data system that meets a
minimum equivalent efficiency of 4.8 kilobits per second on a 6.25 kHz channel, 9.6 kilobits per second on a 12.5 kHz
channel or L9.2 kilobits per second on a 25 kHz channel would meet the narrowband requirement in the rules.
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Table 3.1: VHF Licensing by T-Band Region

T-Band Market

VHF: Tota| PS
Channels Licensed 50
mile Radius

VHF: Total PS Licenses

50miRadius

Boston, MA

783

Chicaso.

698

2612
4262

594

2206

588
639
515

2L41.

lL

Dallas/Fort Worth, TX
Houston. TX
Los Angeles, CA

Miami,

FL

New York/N.E.

NJ

Philadelphia. PA
Pittsbureh, PA
San Francisco/Oakland, CA
Washinston, DC/MD/VA

799
745
736
6L5
669

2r76
833
4687
3889

3804
2019
L659

These statistics show that within the 50-mile radius that defines the scope of allowable T-Band base

station locations, frequencies are already being re-used, This data also indicatesthat there are
multiple licensees sharing a frequency. For example, the APCO data shows that in the New York
area,799 VHF channels are licensed. These numbers document the frequency reuse in this region,
given there are a maximum of 480 public safety channels in the band and not all those channels

would be available simultaneously in the New York area without interference. ln addition, the data
shows 4,687 licenses within the 50-mile radius of New York, which indicates multiple licensees are
already licensed and sharing those channels.
Public Safety Coordination Associates (PSCA), lnternational Municipal Signal Association (IMSA's)
and the Forestry Conservation Communications Association (FCCA's) frequency coordination arm

for public safety land mobile radio services, also conducted some analysis of the VHF public safety
spectrum for NPSTC. This analysis used a commercially available computer program to examine
each public safety VHF channel on a nationwide basis and rank those channels from "best" to
"worst" with respect to adding more systems. The following map depicts licensed operations on
the "best" VHF channel from this analysis. The red circles show the 11T-Band areas and the brown
and green figures depict existing licensed facilities on that channel. This "best available" channel, in
the VHF band is already being used in 10 of the 11 T-Band urban areas. The Miami market is the
only exception. However, even in that area, there are some statewide systems licensed with
operations overlapping Miami, which can limit channel availability in that area.
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Figure 1: "Best Available" Channel Map

This is an extremely challenging and

crowded spectrum environment in
which to try to accommodate the
additional L,054 channels for public
safety use that would be displaced

from T-Band. ln summary, relying
on the VHF band public safety

spectrum to accommodate
displaced T-Band systems is an

untenable solution.

3.3 UHF Band [450-47OMHz)
Public safety is allocated only 3.7 MHz of spectrum out of 20 MHz that exists in the 450-470 MHz

band. Since the UHF spectrum is paired, the number of channels will equal one half the 3.7
MHz(1.85MH2)dividedbythechannelwidth(12.5kH2),yieldingL48channelpairs.s lntheUHF
band, the FCC rules also provide for an additional channel pair interleaved in-between these main
channels. Underthe rules, those additional'J,47 interleaved channels have a maximum channel
UHF

bandwidth of 6.25 kHz.6 Similar to the situation at VHF, mixed channel bandwidths exist in the
UHF band.
APCO lnternational provided NPSTC with some license statistics by T-Band region for the UHF band

using the same process as they did for the VHF band. However, in the UHF band the APCO

numbers reflect channel pairs, not unpaired channels as in the VHF statistics.

sAsof

January l,201-.3,FCCrulesrequirelicensesintheVHFandUHFbandtooperatewithanefficiencyof

onevoice
granted some waivers of the rule on a licensee-by-licensee
basistocontinueoperatingatanefficiencyofonevoicepathper25kHzorequivalent. Asof FebruaryL2,2013,theFCC
had granted only 28 such waivers to public safety and industrial/business licensees combined. Therefore, NPSTC bases it
analysis of the UHF band on L2.5k{z channel pairs.
t
Wh¡le the FCC VHF/UHF narrowbanding rules do not require public safety users to implement a 6.25 kHz efficiency,
these additional 147 interleaved channels at UHF are limited in channel bandwidth to 6.25 kHz.
path per 12.5 k{z of bandwidth or equivalent. The
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Table 3.2: UHF Channel Pairs ln Use in Metro Areas

T-Band Market

UHF: TotalPS

UHF: Total

UHF: 12.5 kHz PS

UHF: 6.25 kHz

PS Ghannel

Channel Pairs
Licensed within
50 mile radius

PS Ghannels

Licenses

Pairs Licensed
within 50 mile
radius

within 50 mile
radius

Pairs
Licensed

50miRadius
Boston, MA

760

719

41

Chicaqo, lL

741

691

50

924

Dallas/Fort Worth, TX
Houston, TX
Los Angeles, CA

572
536
843
617
770
649
645
774

435
475

137

495

61

448

722
598
722
530

121
19

48

897
566
2007

119

1488

712

114
62

666

416

250

Miami, FL
New York/N.E. NJ
Philadelphia. PA
Pittsburgh, PA
San

531

1148

1

531

842

Francisco/Oakland, CA
Washington,
DC/MD/VA

733

These statistics document that the UHF band is also heavily used in most of the T-Band markets.

Depending on the market, the L48 channel pairs for L2.5 kHz operation are re-used between 3.2
times (Houston) to a maximum of 4.9 times (Los Angeles) within the SO-mile radius around each
market center. The number of licenses issued in each market also indicates that public safety UHF
channels are already being shared across more than one licensee in all T-Band markets except

Houston. The number of T-Band channel operations would need to be re-accommodated and,
added on top of the current UHF licensees, makes this potential solution also untenable. There is
some unused capacity on the UHF channels limited to 6.25 kHz, as the statistics show public safety
users exhibit a much greater demand for L2.5 kHz channels in the UHF band.

3,4 800 MHz Band
From a public safety perspective, the 800 MHz band is divided into sections. One section is known
as

the National Public Safety Planning Advisory Committee

(NPSPAC) channels, so named because

the National Public Safety Planning Advisory Committee defined the approach the FCC used in
administering these channels when they were first allocated to public safety in 1984 under FCC
docket number 84-1233. These channels were originally located al82L-824/866-869 MHz but are
being transitioned to 806-809/85L-854 MHz. The second section is known as the "interleaved
channels" located at 809-81-5/854-860 MHz. There is also a section of "expansion band" channels
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located at 815-8L6/860-861 MHz and a section of "guardband channels" at876-8\7/86L-862MH2.7
This configuration in the 800 MHz band results from rebanding decisions.

800 MHz Band NPSPAC Channels:
The NPSPAC channels are supported by 3+3 MHz of spectrum in the 800 MHz band. There are 225
channel pairs in the band used for public safety operations and licensed on a site-by-site basis, plus

five channel pairs reserved for use by all licensees specifically for interoperability and mutualaid.
The band plan was designed to accommodate "modified" 25 kHz equipment on the 225 channels

operating under tighter bandwidth/mask restrictions than normal because channel centers are
spaced every L2.5 kHz. Geographic spacing is used in assigning adjacent channels

to help

compensate for the overlapping bandwidth channels. Regional plans for the NPSPAC channels are

basedonthisapproach. Overtime,someusers,butnotall,havevoluntarilytransitionedtoL2.5
kHz channel width equipment, which minimizes any adjacent channel overlap. Distinct from the
225 channels, the five designated NPSPAC interoperability channels are spaced at 25 kHz intervals.
Originally, the NPSPAC channels were located aL821,-824/866-869 MHz. However, because of

interference issues to high-site public safety systems from low-site commercial Enhanced Special
Mobile Radio (ESMR)operations in other parts of the 800 MHz band, as well as an interest by ESMR
licensees in holding contiguous spectrum, the FCC, public safety, and industry agreed on a plan for
"rebanding" the 800 MHz spectrum. This plan maintained the same amount of spectrum but
relocated various blocks of channels to separate public safety from ESMR operations. Under the
plan, the cost of relocating public safety systems is borne by the predominant ESMR licensee, (i.e.,

Nextel,subsequentlyacquiredbySprint). TheplanrelocatestheNPSPACchannelsfromS2T824/866-869 MHz to 806-809/851--854 MHz, and as discussed below, the rebanding process is still
ongoing.
The NPSPAC channels may only be licensed based on the requirements of the associated regional
plan. Within the U.S. and its territories there are 55 regions. The concept of allotting channels
under a master plan developed by each region was designed to help maxìmize the available use of

the channels by knowing up front the approximate number of channels each jurisdiction in the
region needed. Adjustments must be made to the plan from time to time to accommodate
additional requirements, and even with regional planning, the requirements outstrip the resources
available.
The process of relocating public safety communication systems to alternative spectrum, even in the
same band, has taken more than double the time originally envisioned when the FCC rebanding

decision was adopted. The completion of 800 MHz rebanding, or lack thereof, is defined on a by
region-by-region basis. Details on the status of rebanding can be found in periodic update reports

7

The guardband channels are designed to separate high site public safety and industrial/business operations in the band
from low site enhanced specialized mobile radio (ESMR) operations. Licensees locating in the guardband channels are
subject to interference from adjacent ESMR operations starting aLBtT/862MH2.
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by the Transition Administrator, which

the

FCC

designated to have oversight on the 800 MHz

rebanding process.t

Whether operating on the original
NPSPAC

82I-824/866-869 MHz or the revised
frequencies at 806-809/85L-854 MHz, these channels are heavily used. NPSTC analyzed
NPSPAC frequencies at

the L1 urban areas. For the analysis the Working Group
examined licensing records for the 225 NPSPAC channels within a 70-mile radius of the T-Band
market center coordinates. While T-Band operation is only allowed within a 50-mile radius,
channel exclusion analysis must look further out. The analysis must consider both licensed facilities
within the 50-mile radius and licensed facilities further out that would prevent assignment of the
channel within the 50-mile radius to protect against co-channel interference. For purposes of the
high-level NPSTC analysis regarding the NPSPAC channels, a 70-mile radius was chosen.
the

NPSPAC channel licensing across

Given that public safety licensees operating on the NPSPAC channels are still in transition from 821-

824/866-869 MHz to 806-809/851-854 MHz, licenses on both band segments were examined. lf
neither the original NPSPAC channel within the 82L-824/866-869 MHz nor its counterpart channel
in the new 806-809/85L-854 MHz band segment shows a site-based licensed station within 70
miles of the metro center, the channel was counted as potentially available for T-Band relocation.
Also, channels in the new NPSPAC spectrum at 806-809/851--854 MHz on which only site-based

Sprint/Nextel channels are shown as a licensee are counted as vacant and reported separately in
the table. These channels are also viewed to be potentially available following completion of the
rebanding transition, since Sprint must vacate any channel it is using in the new NPSPAC band
segment.
However, until 800 MHz band reconfiguration is complete in a given market, anyfrequency shown

to "Sprint Nextel" could in fact be active rendering it unavailable, The
followingtableshowstheresultsofthatanalysis. Citiesdenotedwithanasteriskhavenotyet
completed rebanding. Cities without the asterisk appear to be ones in which 800 MHz rebanding is
complete or close to completion.
as "available" or licensed only

NPSTC believes

this approach provides the best approximation of potential

NPSPAC channel

availability once the 800 MHz rebanding is concluded. Channel availability for any given system
would need to be determined by more specific analysis incorporating actual technical parameters
and specific site locations relevant to a channel at the time licensing was actually being pursued.

8

For example, see Transition Administrator Report, submitted
Report shows the status as the 3'd quarter, 2012.
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Table 3.4:800 MHz NPSPAC Channel Availability

T-Band Market

Number of 800 MHz channels in the
new NPSPAC band licensed only to

Number of 800 MHz
NPSPAC Channels (out of
225) Not Site Licensed

site-based Sprint/Nextel within 70-

within 70-mile radius of

mile radius of market

market
Boston

Chicago**
Dallas

Houston
Los Angeles**

3L

33

8

4

69

0

T

0

15

TBD, given special 800 MHz

rebanding circumstances in this area

Miami**

29

0

New York

20

0

Philadelphia**

5

0

Pittsburgh**

9

3

San Francisco**

34

8

Washington, DC**

L8

7

**

= 800 MHz Band Rebanding lncomplete

to be potentially
available, but far fewer than are needed for T-Band relocation in most of the top markets. Also, it
is possible that some of the channels that appear to be "potentially available" actually cannot be
used because of various interference mechanisms. For example, in Los Angeles and San Francisco,
the 70-mile radius over which we examined the channels may not have captured all operations
within interference range, given the prevalence of high mountaintop sites in those areas. Further
analysis would need to be done on a finer detailed basis to determine if these relatively few
"potentially available" channels would actually be available.
As shown in the summary table, some 800 MHz NPSPAC channels appear

800 MHz Band lnterleaved Channels
ln addition to the 230 NPSPAC channels, public safety has 70 channels in the "interleaved" portion

oftheS00MHzbandbetween309-815/854-860MH2. Thisspectrumisnotedasthe"interleaved"
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portion of the 800 MHz band because when the FCC rules were defined this block of spectrum
included channels for public safety, industrial/business, and SMR operations all interleaved with
one another.
The NPSTC Working Group used publicly available licensing information and a commercially
available computer program to map out the licensed operations on the public safety interleaved

channels. lncluding allof the maps generated for all public safety interleaved channels in all
LLmarkets in this report would be overwhelming. A summary of the results is provided and the
following sample maps can be used to depict the approach used to do the analysis of channel
availability.
Each map includes a 5O-mile radius circle depicted in

red. That

is the area

within which T-Band

base stations may be located under the current rules.e The green contours on the map show the
servtce area
(coverage contour)

of a licensed station
on the 800 MHz
channel being
analyzed. The blue

contours depict

i ''i

adjacent channel

i

licensed systems.

I

Viewing the map

with coverage
contours of existing
stations provides an
indication of

ir

I,

li'rl

\

I

",
;'l

-.t

I

/l

,J

I
I
I

t,-

ì\

I
I

whether the channel
is already in use and

would block

-,_ -l -'r.
'!-_ +___.._.-.

deployment of any

_ú

relocated T-Band
h''

statio ns.10

\\

t'1,'
The following sample
map depicts current

'\

i-

licensing on one

public safety 800
Figure 1: Los Angeles 856.2375 MHz

e

FCC has granted a few case-by-case waivers to locate base stations beyond the standard 50 mile radius.
Actually, it is the interference contour that is used to define channel availability. A station's interference contour
extends beyond its coverage contour. To minimize the risk of interference, a proposed stat¡on's coverage contour cannot
overlap an incumbent station's interference contour and vice-versa.

Over the years,

10
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MHz band interleaved channel. As seen from the map, this channel is already occupied and
unavailable to accommodate a system potentially relocated from the T-Band.
ln contrast, the following map from Pittsburgh indicates it might be possible to add additional sites
in the lower portion of the SO-mile circle, if there were demand for a site in that area. Additional
analysis would need

to be made to confirm if there are any reasons the spectrum appears not to

be

in use in that area.

_l
.'\
I

F¡gure 2: Pittsburgh 854.9875 MHz

These types of maps were generated as described above for each of the 70 channels allotted to

public safety across the 11 T-Band markets.ll These maps were then manually reviewed to

11

Actually, given the ongoing status of 8OO MHz rebanding, analysis for the 70 public safety interleaved channels required

generationandreviewof mapsfor32channelsineachmarket. OftheT0interleavedchannelsoriginallyallocatedfor
public safety, 58 are common to "before 800 MHz rebanding" and "after 800 MHz rebanding" scenarios. To round out
the 70 channels, there are 12 interleaved channels previously used for public safety that will transition to SMR use and a
replacement set of 12 SMR interleaved channels that will become public safety channels. All 82 channels were reviewed
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determine if a channel is "open" or "partially open." Channels fitting neither description are
considered "closed" for purposes of re-accommodating T-Band users.
The following approach was used in the manual review of the maps. lf no licensees were found

within the SO-mile radius circle, the channel was counted as "open." A panially open channel
would be one that has an existing licensee located such that another system could potentially be
licensed in select portions of the area defined by the 50 mile radius circle. 800 MHz co-channel
systems are normally spaced at 70 miles, except when systems are "short-spaced" at closer

distances based on more detailed engineering analysis. Short-spaced systems are generally placed
no closer than approximately 50 miles from a co-channel neighbor. Accordingly, in reviewing the
channel maps the presence of a licensed 800 MHz system in or near the center of the 50 mile radius
circle would mean that the channel is already taken and most likely to be unavailable for T-Band

relocation. Those channels were counted as "closed." Similarly, if there are two or more existing
800 MHz systems licensed on opposite sides near the outer edges of the 50 mile radius circle, it is
also unlikely that another system could use the channel elsewhere within the 50 mile radius of the
market under study. Those situations were also counted as the channel being "closed."
Review of the maps for all 70 channels across all eleven T-Band areas shows vacant channels in the

800 MHz interleaved spectrum are relatively few and far between. Table 3.5 summarizes the
findings on the number of interleaved channels out of the 70 allotted to public safety that are open
or partially open. lt is possible that some of the open or partially open channels shown are still in

the midst of the transition of being converted as part of the 800 MHz rebanding, (i.e., the channel
has been cleared of its former operation but is not yet supporting the new operation).

and judgment was used on which block of L2 were applicable to public safety at this point, based on the status of
rebanding. The numbers in Table 3.5 are relative to a total number of 70 channels.
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Table 3.5: Analysis of the Public Safety 800 MHz lnterleaved Channels

T-Band

800 MHz lnterleaved

800 MHz lnterleaved

T-Band Channels Licensed in

Market

Channels Open

Channels Partiallv Open

Market that Need to Be
Re-accommodated

Boston

0

0

s96

Chicago

0

L

279

Dallas

3

5

55

Houston

3

0

7

Los Angeles

0

0

546

Miami

1

7

43

New York

L

0

r054

Philadelphia

1

7

790

Pittsburgh

3

5

107

San Francisco

3

2

216

Washington,

1

2

L29

DC

As part of the FCC's rebanding of the NPSPAC band, Sprint/Nextelwas required to relinquish all

spectrum it holds below the guardband, i.e., below 817/862 MHz. That part of the spectrum is
already used extensively by both public safety and industrial/business licensees. However, to the
extent that a relinquished channel is not encumbered by another non-Sprint/Nextel licensee, public
safety will have access to the released spectrum in the interleaved band (809-815/854-860 MHz)
and the expansion band (815-816/860-861 MHz). The amount of released spectrum varies by
region and the incumbent license issue is more acute in the urban areas. Also, new licensees
would be constrained to fit within the footprint of the Sprint/Nextel operation that moved off the
vacated channel. lt is expected that many existing public safety 800 MHz operators will license and
include these vacated channels in their communications systems. Public safety has first right to any
of these vacated channels for 3 years. Otherwise the vacated channels will be available to
industrial/business licensees well before any T-Band transition. The vacated channels are made
available on a region-by-region basis. To date, the demand has generally exhausted the supply of
channels when they are made available.
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action on the Enterprise Wireless Alliance (EWA) Petition for Rulemaking to add
interstitialchannels into the interleaved spectrum at 800 MHz could create some additional
channels for public safety and industrial/business use.12 Deployment of new interstitial channels
Positive

FCC

would need to be geographically spaced a sufficient distance from the existing adjacent channel
deployments to avoid interference, except in cases where systems on the existing interleaved
channels are already voluntarily operating with L2.5 kHz channels. Under existing

FCC

rules,

licensees on current 800 MHz band interleaved channels are allowed to operate at 25 kHz efficiency

and bandwidth. The resulting channel availability in the core T-Band areas could be further
improved as public safety licensees on the existing 800 MHz interleaved channels voluntarily
migrate to Project 25 (P25) operations with 12.5 kHz channels. Doing so reduces any geographic
spacing that otherwise would be required between 25 k1z wide operations on current interleaved

channels and the new interstitial 12.5 kHz channels EWA has proposed. The EWA petition is a
positive step and should be pursued even though it would not solve the spectrum shortfall in all
a

reas.

3.5 700 MHz Narrowband Spectrum
Public safety is allocated 6+6 MHz of 700 MHz narrowband spectrum located at769-775/799-805

MHz. The

FCC

rules defined a building block channel plan in which the underlying structure consists

of 960 building blocks, each 6.25 kHz wide. These 6.25 kHz building blocks can be aggregated to
kH.z channel widths. Most operations in this spectrum today use
I2.5 kïz channels and the P25 standard. Based on that channel width, there are 480 channel pairs

accommodate 12.5 kHz and 25

intheband. AportionofthosearebeginningtousetheP25Phase2trunkingstandardwhich
operates at a 6.25 kHz equivalent efficiency by placing two traffic slots within the L2.5 kHz channel.
Under current

FCC

rules at the time this report was drafted, 700 MHz narrowband licensees are

required to transition to an efficiency of 6.25 k1z per voice channel or equivalent starting by
December 31,20L6. There have been requests from some public safety entities to delay that date
and FCC has indicated it expects to address the issue in the near term.
The 700 MHz narrowband spectrum is divided into four types of channels. These include General
Use channels, designated state channels, interoperability channels, and a portion of the band

currently held as reserve channels. The 700MHz General Use channel pairs are subject to regional
planning and are licensed on a site-basis. That is,

FCC

licensing records depict specific frequencies

at specific sites. ln contrast,700 MHz narrowband designated state channels are licensed as "wide
area" channels which may be used overthe states'entire jurisdiction. lnformation on specific sites
and frequencies at each site is not included in the

FCC

license database. Accordingly, minimal

analysis that can be done regarding licensing and use of the designated state channels without

additional knowledge of deployment beyond that which appears in the FCC licensing records.
CurrentFCCrulesprovide thatstatechannelsnotbuiltouttocertainlevelsof usebycertain

t'

P"t¡tion for Rulemaking filed by the Enterprise Wireless Alliañce (EWA) on April 29, 2009. The

FCC

issued Public Notice

DA 09-21.83 on October 8,2009 assigning rulemaking number RM-11572 and requesting comments on the Petition.
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deadlines be added to the General Use channel pool and then would be subject to regional
planning. Specifically, byJune L3,20t4, a state must be providing or prepared to provide
substantial service to one-third of the state's population or territory. Similarly, by june L3,2OI9,
state must be providing or prepared to provide substantial service to two-thirds of the state's

a

population or territory. State channels not used in a system meet¡ng these benchmarks would be
added to the General Use channel pool and be subject to regional planning. There are also reserve
channels not made available. One jurisdiction recently petitioned the FCC to release those reserve
channels so they may be used as part of a re-accommodation of T-Band operations,13 The following
chart depicts the breakout of these categories, the amount of spectrum and number of channels in
each category:
Table

3.6: Categorization of 700 MHz Na¡rowband Channels

Channel Pairs
700 MHz

Total

lf 6.25 kHz

(MHz)

or equiv CHs

Channels

ft L2.5

rf 25

kHz CHs

kHz CHs

Notes

Digital Primary, Subscribers
General Use

7.70

616

308

154

State

2.40

t92

96

48

lnteropera bility

0.80

0

32

Analog Secondary
Digital Primary, Subscribers
Analog Secondary
P25 FDMA Primary, Subscribers

0

Analog Secondary
Digital Primary, Subscribers
Analog Secondary [Note: only 24
- 72.5 kïz channels remain. The

other 8 have already been
0.80

Reserve

64

32

0

dedicatedl
No Base, Subscribers Analog or

Low Power

0.30

Total

t2.oo

24

!2

6

Digital Primary

t'

Public Notice: Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau Seeks Comment on Request for Waiver by Los Angeles
Regional lnteroperable Communications System Joint Powers Authority to Apply for 700 MHz "Narrowband Reserve
Channels", DA 13-39, RM-11433, released January 7L,20L3.
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700 MHz General Use Channels
The Working Group examined the relevant 700 MHz narrowband regional plans applicable to the

areasinwhichaT-Bandsystemwouldneedtoberelocatedunderthelegislation.

lntheT00MHz

regional plans, a computer program known as CAPRAD (Computer Assisted Pre-Coordination and
Resource Database System) was used to allot channels primarily on a county by county basis

nationwide. NPSTC's analysis compared the channels allotted in the regional plan in a given county
to those actually licensed in the same county. Whether or not channels allotted but not licensed
are actually available can also depend on whether those channels are licensed in another county in
the area where T-Band operations would need to be relocated. Therefore, information on licensing
of allotted channels in a nearby county was also captured. While the CAPRAD program shows
channel allotments in terms of 25 kHz channels for a number of regions, NPSTC converted those to
1-2.5 kHz allotments given the predominant operations in the band are at l-2.5 kHz channel widths.
ln other words, an allotment on 40 25 kHz channels in CAPRAD would be shown as 80 L2.5 kHz
channels in the following table. ln a few regions CAPRAD showed a mix of 25 and L2.5 k{z
allotments for a county.
Also, note that the aggregate number of frequencies allotted across multiple counties in region

could be more than the 308 General Use channels (at 12.5 kHz) shown in Table 3.6 above as a result
of frequency re-use in the 700 MHz region.
Table 3.7: Breakout of the Public Safety Narrowband Spectrum by Channel Categories

T-Band Market

700 MHz General Use

700 MHz General Use

T-Band Channel

Channel Pairs

Channel Pairs Allotted in

Pairs Licensed in

Allotted in Plan to
Counties within 50
Mile Radius (Based on

Plan to Counties within

Market that Need

50-Mile Radius but Not

to Be

Yet Licensed (based on

Re-accommodated

12.5 kHz CH Pairs)

12.5 kHz CH Pairs)

Boston

1.64

L64

596

Chicago

L83

153

279

Dallas

92

44

55

Houston

20L

90

7

Los Angeles

342

203

546

Miami

136

93

43

New York

368

26L

1054

Philadelphia

575

473

790

Pittsburgh

140

740

LO7

San Francisco

346

216

216

Washington,

220

t47

L29

DC
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As shown in the Table 3.7, there are some 700 MHz narrowband General Use channels allotted and

not yet licensed., While these channels may serve as a home for relocated T-Band systems, it
should be noted that some of these channels could be designated to accommodate planned
expansions of the existing 700 MHz systems - and are therefore not a resource for T-Band
relocation planning.

Furthermore, as noted above, 700 MHz general use channels were purposely pre-allotted by county
and the resultant plan was submitted to the FCC for each 700 MHz region. T-Band spectrum was
not allocated in this manner. Each region's T-Band spectrum was available for each licensee in
every county covered by the SO-mile radius. Table 3.7 adds up allthe 700 MHz channel pairs preallotted for each county covered by the 50-mile radius and compares 700 MHz General Use
channels allotted but not yet licensed to the T-Band channel requirement. This provides some
general information about the potent¡al channel availability in the 700 MHz General Use spectrum.
However, until coverage analysis for each existing T-Band system is completed, it will not be known
how many existing T-Band licensees will require channel resources from more than one 700 MHz
county allocation in order to replace a single T-Band channel pair.la Also, spectrum availability is
site-specific. Therefore, a more detailed system-by-system analysis of T-Band operations would be
needed to confirm the actual adequacy of 700 MHZ band channel availability. The current analysis
provides a rough order of magnitude perspective instead

lf all these channels thought to be available were in fact available, the Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles,
New York, and Philadelphia metro areas would still face a shortfall in the number of channels
needed to re-accommodate their T-Band operations,lt Dallas, Houston, Miami, Pittsburgh, San
Francisco, and Houston might have sufficient channels to accommodate their displaced T-Band
systems if all channels were available. NPSTC believes, based on interuiews with user agencies and
frequency advisors, that many of these "available" channels are already designated to support
expansion of existing systems.16

3.6 700 MHz Broadband Spectrum
Public safety has L0+10 MHz of spectrum in the 700 MHz band specifically designated by Congress
to support the deployment of a Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network (NPSBN). An entity
designated as the First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet) is charged with determining the

ta

For example, channels may appear to be available in a given market, but may not actually be available at the specific
location or locations needed in that market.
tt
These shortfalls could be partially addressed by the deployment of interoperable P25 Phase ll trunked systems that
operate in a 2 slot TDMA mode with an equivalent spectrum efficiency of one traffic path per 6.25 kHz. That would
require the conversion of mostly conventional T-Band systems to trunking which could impact specialized operations such
as fire ground communications which typically use conventional technology.

tt

lvpSTC notes

that a Working Group member indicated difficulty in finding 700 MHz channels available

¡n

the Houston

area. However,giventherelativelysmall numberofT-BandchannelsusedbypublicsafetyintheHoustonarea,NPSTC
hasnotincludedthatmetroareaasonewhereaspectrumshortfall exists,forpurposesofthisreport. Asnotedinthe
report, all channel availability is location-specific and the NPSTC initiative did not attempt to analyze spectrum availability

for a particular licensee.
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design, deployment, operation, and maintenance of this public safety broadband network. FirstNet
was created in legislation signed into law in February 2072 and in August 2012the Board of FirstNet
was named.
The technology chosen

forthe broadband network

is called Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and is also

being deployed in most commercial systems. Standards for

LTE are defined by the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP). Standards work involves setting priorities on what features or aspects

of the technology will be considered for standardization under what schedule. Given that LTE is a
global standard, the 3GPP includes standards bodies from around the world that help define the

priorities and schedule.tt The LTE standard has been focused primarily on data, not voice. Even
when commercial-grade LTE voice standards are defined, they are distinct from mission critical
voice operations of the type currently supported in the T-Band spectrum. While 3GPP is aware of
public safety requirements, as of the development of this report, a specific plan and timeline to

define mission critical voice standards in 3GPP has not yet been created or approved. The following
trade press report referenced standards activities with respect to public safety:
"At its December lz}L2l workshop, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Technical Specification Group (TSG) Service and System Aspects (SA) identified three key
strategic areas for LTE Release 12. One of these areas was public safety, including proximity
services (direct mode) and group communications (push to talk or PTT). Mission critical
voice was not added to Releasel2, but direct mode and PTT are two features essential to
public safety ."18 lEmphosis addedl
ln February 2OL2,lhe

U.S. Government

Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report that

underscored the tentative nature of mission critical voice operations on the planned broadband
network. That report, entitled Emergency Communications, Various Challenges Likely to Slow

lmplementation of

ø Public Safety Broadband

Network, noted the following:

"Multiple federal entities are involved with planning a public safety broadband network
and while such a network would likely enhance interoperability and increase data transfer
rates, it would not support mission criticalvoice capabilities for years to come, perhaps
even 10 years or more. A broadband network could enable emergency responders to
access video and data applications that improve incident response. Yet because the
technology standard for the proposed broadband network does not support mission critical
voice capabilities, first responders will continue to rely on their current LMR systems for the
foreseeable future. Thus, a broadband network would supplement, rather than replace,
current public safety communication systems." 1e

tt Th.

3GPP member from the United States ¡s the Alliance for Telecommunications Solutions (ATIS).

1

3-missioncritical communications.pdf
1e
GAO Report, L2-343, February, 2012, summary page titled "What GAO Found."
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Once broadband mission critical voice standards are finalized, the associated technology is

developed and confirmed in the public safety environment, deployment to provide the requisite
coverage is essêntial. Planning of the nationwide public safety broadband network is still expected

to take some time and a deployment schedule has not been defined. Therefore, the timeline for
the network to provide coverage comparable to that provided by today's T-Band systems is not yet
known. The degree of required reliability and hardening,
network in a given metro area, is also yet to be defined.

as

well

as

operational management of the

The use of broadband emissions reduces the coverage obtained from each transmitter site,

compared to that of a typical land mobile site. The actual ratio varies by a number of factors
related to terrain, type of coverage, and data rate required, etc. Those factors still need to be
decided for the broadband network. The number of sites is expected to be greater for broadband
but the magnitude of the increase is not yet known.

fully supports the development of a robust broadband network that is designed and
deployed to meet public safety requirements. Such a network will bring significant increased
functionality in the form of high-speed data and video capacity not attainable on current public
NPSTC

safety spectrum allocations and systems. That said, it is not clear yet when and if the broadband
network would support mission critical voice operations at coverage and reliability levels
comparable to that of today's T-Band land mobile networks. Furthermore, it is not clear how much
capacity will be required to accommodate mission critical voice over broadband and whether the
broadband network will have sufficient capacity for public safety's net communications
requirement. Accordingly, public safety entities in the NPSTC T-Band Working Group concluded it
premature to rely on the 700 MHz nationwide public safety broadband network as a viable

is

operational alternative and relocation home for critical voice operations now supported on the TBand spectrum.

3.7 Spectrum Evaluation Conclusions
Analysis of the various potential spectrum options, compared to the current T-Band spectrum

resources required, indicates that loss of the T-Band and forced relocation to other spectrum will
present great challenges to public safety. Public safety T-Band licensees in the greater Boston,
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, and San Francisco metro areas will face the most

difficult challenge

as T-Band usage in

those markets

is

the greatest.

NPSTC's analysis shows

that T-

Band usage is somewhat less concentrated in the Dallas, Washington DC, Houston, Miami, and

Pittsburgh regions.

the potentialalternative spectrum analyzed, VHF, UHF, and the 800 MHz band have practically
no available channels. As discussed in section 3.6, positive FCC action on the EWA Petition for
Rulemaking to add interstitial channels into the interleaved spectrum at 800 MHz could create
additional channels for public safety and industrial/business use. NPSTC agrees the FCC should
move the EWA petition to the next step, but notes that the resulting interstitial channels would not
totally solve spectrum shortfalls resulting from a reallocation of the T-Band public safety spectrum.
Of
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Deployment of those interstitial channels would need to be geographically spaced a sufficient
distance to avoid interference with existing operations on the current interleaved channels, except
in cases where systems on the existing interleaved channels are already voluntarily operating with

I2.5

kH'z

channels. Under existing

FCC

rules, licensees on current 800 MHz band interleaved

channels are allowed to operate at 25 kHz efficiency and bandwidth.
The 700 MHz narrowband General Use spectrum not yet licensed is insufficient to compensate for
loss of the T-Band public safety channels in the Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, and

Philadelphia metro areas. Those areas would still face a shortfall of spectrum. Accommodation of
any displaced public safety T-Band systems in San Francisco, Washington, DC, and Pittsburgh on
700 MHz General Use channels appears to be marginal. Based on the analysis, it appears that
public safety T-Band users in the Dallas, Houston, and Miami metros may have sufficient spectrum
if forced to move off of T-Band.
Further analysis on the availability of designated 700 MHz state channels might provide additional

insight. However, even if all 96 of the L2.5 kHz state channel pairs were open, there would still be
spectrum shortfall in the Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, and Philadelphia metro areas.
The wide-area approach to licensing these designated state channels provides little detailed
information from FCC licensing information that can be analyzed.

a

As addressed in Section 3.6 above, the Working Group concluded that is premature

to consider the
700 MHz broadband network being planned as a viable alternative home for mission criticalvoice
operations supported by the T-Band spectrum.
ln view of the above analysis of the bands available to public safety, NPSTC focused its cost analysis

of the impact of the legislation on potentially relocating T-Band operations to the 700 MHz

narrowband spectrum.

4. Relocation,

Cost, Timing, and Process

4.1 Introduction
The cost associated with public safety's relocation out of the T-Band is of paramount importance.
The Act requires that the FCC auction the T-Band spectrum and that the proceeds from the auction

"cover relocation costs forthe relocation of public safety entities from the T-Band spectrum."20
Given the scarcity of state and local funding for such relocation it is critical to understand the cost
associated with a complete transition out of the T-Band. This funding must provide the T-Band
licensees with comparable facilities, thus maintaining their current capabilities. As a result, the TBand Working Group established a Cost Task Group to estimate the cost to transition out of the TBand.

'o PL7I2-g6section 6L03 Paragraph (b)
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ln order to assess the cost, we must understand the master plan to determine the expected scope

ofworkandultimatetransitioncost. Thetargetbandhasasubstantialimpactonthecostofthe
transition. Based on the studies of the Working Group, the public safety narrowband 700 MHz
spectrum represents the most potentially viable alternative for current T-Band operations.
Therefore, the Cost Task Group assumed that all T-Band systems migrated to 700 MHz narrowband
systems in its cost estimates.
For 800 MHz rebanding, the vast majority of subscriber devices could be reconfigured to access the

target spectrum in the 800 MHz band. ln contrast, a transition to 700 MHz requires all radios to be
replaced.2l ln addition, a "domino effect" for network infrastructure would occur that would start
from a replacement of the antennas, base stations, and perhaps also the core network components
due to a 700 MHz move. This factor makes the T-Band transition far more complex than the 800
MHz rebanding transition which is still in progress.
The NPSTC T-Band questionnaire asked respondents for the estimated total investment of items

that would need to be replaced if they left the T-Band. This can serve as a proxy for the total cost

fortransition,butthegeneral natureofthequestionlogicallyexcludedsomecosts. Furthermore,
the questionnaire only represented some 300 licensees. The results indicated that a total of S2.9
billion had been invested in "replacement" equipment. This partial response provides some
indication of the magnitude of the expected costs.
Unfortunately, with roughly L,000 licensees,

NPSTC lacks

the resources for a comprehensive

analysis of the transition cost for each licensee. As a result, the Task Group determined that

it

should approximate the cost and make assumptions based on available data. The two pieces of

information available to the Task Group are the FCC's ULS data and the NPSTC questionnaire
results. These two sources of information allow reasonable accuracy for the purposes of
addressing the rough order costs; however, they are inadequate to determine highly accurate cost

estimations. A number of additional pieces of information would be required for each existing
system to determine what would be required to provide each licensee with "comparable facilities"
in 700 MHz. For example:
1..

Does the system use satellite receivers? While the questionnaire collected such

information,

NPSTC only received responses

from roughly 30 percent of the T-Band

licensees. Therefore, how do we extrapolate the costs associated with transitioning
2.

a

satellite receiver?
What other frequency bands does a current T-Band licensee need to be interoperable with

aftertransition? WillalloftheirmutualaidpartnersalsomigratetoT00/800MHz,orwill
some remain in UHF, and thereby require multiband radios for all in the region?

2t

The Working Group expects that a very small minority has multiband (UHF and 7OO/800) radios that could operate on
both the T-Band and 700 MHz.
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3.

Do the T-Band licensees also operate UHF (450-470 MHz) channels in their systems? lf so,

does the transitioned 700 MHz system require those additionalchannels? How many
channels are included in this transition?

4.
5.

What type of radio is used in the T-Band? How many have encryption?
ls the system simulcast?

There are many other questions that are analyzed in this document to estimate the costs. Because
the Task Group lacked the answers to these detailed questions for all licensees, it made logical
assumptions to estimate the costs, Those assumptions are provided throughout this document.
The Working Group, with membership of public safety professionals from across the county, tried

to simplify the model to the greatest extent possible. Therefore, where the cost differential was
not substantially impacted, assumptions that made the model less complex were chosen. For
example, mobile and portable radios have different costs, but when the total costs are considered,
the cost difference between a portable radio deployment (with all of its accessories) and a mobile

deployment (with installation costs) was deemed to be negligible, and therefore, there was no
effort to split costs by radio type.

4.2 Types of Systems
The ULS database lists approximately L,000 public safety licensees in the T-Band. Of these
licensees, 93 percent are designated as conventional and 7 percent are trunkÌng systems. The

questionnaire conducted by the Working Group showed that 133 of \72 respondents , or 77
percent, use conventional systems. Another, 34 respondents, or nearly 20 percent, use both
conventional and trunked systems. Clearly, the vast majority of these T-Band licensees and the
NPSTC respondents' systems are conventional. A common practice in the T-Band for these
conventional systems

is

the use of satellite receivers.22 The vast majority of all conventional

systems in the T-Band are analog.

While the ULS database does not indicate if a system is voice or data, the NPSTC questionnaire
indicated that the vast majority of the T-Band systems are voice only. Of L74 responses,t' L35 178
percent) indicated their systems were "voice only." The majority of the remaining systems are likely

to be both voice and data. However, there are other uses of the T-Band by public safety. For
example, paging and alerting systems operate in the band. And with no 700/800 MHz paging
solutions, these systems would have to transition to the remaining UHF band (450-470 MHz).
Unfortunately, neither the NPSTC questionnaire, nor the ULS database provided data on the
quantity of paging systems. To simplify the model, all systems are assumed to be voice land mobile
radio systems.

"

"Satellite" receivers in this context are additional land-based fíxed receive sites beyond those already deployed at base

transmitter locations.
23
Note that a different number of questionnaire respondents responded to each question. ln total, more than 300
responseswereobtained. lnthiscase,IT2respondedtothequestionregardingwhetherthesystemwasconventional
trunked, 174 responded to the question as to whether the system was voice, data, or both.
NPSTC
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Due to the FCC freeze on T-Band activities in 2OI2 and the impending T-Band transitÌon, existing T-

Band licensees may be more likely to hold off on upgrades of their systems. As a result, the

Working Group surmised that the existing systems are likely to be the same systems that must be
transitioned in time to meet the law's requirements. Therefore, it is the current systems that will
dictate "comparable systems" and will also determine the likelihood of replacement of the systems.
Radio systems are seldom "standalone." As a result, a change in a radio system has implications on

other supporting systems. These systems include
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD): Some radio systems are interfaced with CAD systems to
provide push-to-talk information, emergency triggers, etc.
Logging Recorder: Public safety systems have voice logging recorders for evidentiary

purposes. These recorders must integrate with the radio system to receive audio and

talkgroup information (on trunking systems).
Fire Station Alerting: Many fire station alerting systems leverage radio systems for delivery

of audio and other communications.
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) Systems: Many land mobile radio

systems support supervisory control and data acquisition systems.

Vehicular Repeater Systems (VRS): These systems include back-to-back "radios" that
provide coverage enhancements at an incident scene. Changes in frequency could impact

the

VRS system and require a replacement.

Bi-Directional Amplifiers (BDAs): BDAs are generally unaffected by the content of an

amplified signal, but they are highly impacted by a change in frequency. T-Band BDAs are
particularly susceptible to frequency changes because they often have custom filters and
duplexers for each licensee. The impact of BDAs is complicated by building codes requiring
public safety coverage improvements borne by building owners. These costs must be
addressed as part of the overall plan.
Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS): D¡stributed antenna systems can include leaky coaxial
cable,

fiberto

RF

conversion electronics, antennas, and BDAs. Leakycable can be "tuned"

to specific frequencies but may not supportthe "target" band. Likewise antennas are often
"narrowband" and support only the current band. These systems may require a wholesale
change-out unlike broadband fiber optic and copper cables,
Ancillary Systems: Air conditioning, generators, battery backup, alarm systems, and other
systems supporting the central and remote equipment may be impacted by the transition.

4.3 Cost Model Overview
At a high level, the cost model is based on the scope of work of the transition itself. lt identifies
what needs to be replaced and the work performed in orderto move public safety from its current
T-Band systems to other bands. The model factors in the cost of each item and the quantity of
items to arrive at the net cost per item. Furthermore, public safety requires continuous

operations, requiring a new system to be completed prior to the migration and further impacting
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costs. The aggregation of the ¡tem costs for a region results in the total transition cost for that
regio n.

The model considers each unique licensee as having its own system. When a single licensee has
licenses for both conventional and trunking systems, that licensee is considered

to have two

systems. The Cost Task Group did not know the makeup of these systems, and therefore, for each
licensee, all conventional licenses assigned to the same licensee were assumed to be the same

"system" and all trunking licenses were assumed to be the same "system" for a single licensee. The
model calculates the transition cost for each system based on the number of channels, sites,
repeaters, and mobiles (subscriber radios)that appear in the ULS database. ln addition, several

other regional costs are included in the model.
The model uses the numbers from the FCC ULS except where Working Group members had specific

knowledge of the deployed assets. A more detailed inventory process would be required to enable

greaterrefinementoftheactual costs. Themodel envisionsthatthisenhancementofthecost
estimation would occur during a planning process. The following table provides the high-level
groups of costs included in the model:
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Table

4.1: High Level Cost Model Groups

Cost

Description

Calculation Methodology

System costs must account for centralized

Quantities equivalent to number of unique licensees in ULS per
licensee. System quant¡ties differ based on the size of the system

Group
System

costs (e.g., core network hardware,

Site

software, overall project management,

(small, medium, large, and very large) and whether the existing

switching gear, installation, etc.).

system is conventional or trunked.

S¡te costs are those associated

Based on the number of transmitter sites in ULS per licensee. The

with

ancillary support systems to house the

RF

site costs include additional coverage sites and sites requiring

loading. The site

components. They include towers,

upgrade or replacement due to the dual system

shelters, microwave, and other costs.

costs factor both transmit/receive sites and receive only (known as

Sites may also require upgrade or

satellite receive sites).

replacement to reliably support the
equipment.
Repeater

Items assoc¡ated with the Radio

Quant¡t¡es based on the number of base stations in ULS per

Frequency portion of the fixed

licensee. These quantities were added to repeaters associated

infrastructure. This includes the base

with new coverage sites and other

station, cables, combiners, receivers, and

UHF channels. The cost of
these items varies based on the quantity of base stations and

antennas.

whether they are trunking or conventional. Receivers associated

with satellite receive sites were also added for conventional
systems.

Mobile

The mobile cost includes typical

Quantities based on the number of mobiles in ULS per licensee.

functionality associated with the portable

The quantities factor in the percentage of trunked versus

and vehicular radios. These costs vary

conventional radios, multiband radios, encrypted radios, and the

substantially by the type or capabilities of
each radio (trunking, multi-band,

full costs associated with radio deployment including technician
programming, training, and coordination.

encrypted).
Other

Other cost items such as vehicular

The methodology for each varies. The NPSTC questionnaire data

repeaters, BDAs, spares, taxes, etc.

provides quantit¡es of vehicular repeaters and BDAs. Taxes varied
per region and applied to taxable items. Spares were calculated
based on items thought to be required for sustainable service.

Planning

execute the transition. lncludes

For infrastructure elements, a flat 10 percent of the estimated
transition cost is used. For subscriber devices, a flat 5300 per radio
is used based on metrics from the 800 MHz Transition

equipment inventory, preliminary

Administrator.

Up-front activities to estimate the scope
of work for the individual licensees to

engineering and transition planning,

vendor procurement, and other
preliminary administrative functions.

ln each case, the fully deployed cost is determined. For example, a portable radio requires
engineering (template development), configuration (radio programming), coordination (shuttling of
portable radio to/from the field), accessories (microphones, chargers, etc.), training (on a new or
reconfigured radio), and project management for the successful deployment of a transitioned
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portable radio. Deta¡ls regarding the models and the costs associated with each item and the
quantity calculation methods are provided below
But fundamentally, what must be replaced is the primary driver for the total scope of work and

ultimately the cost. And the scope of the replacement is a function of the current equipment used
by the T-Band licensee and the "target" system. Due to the complexities of a transition out of the
band, the Working Group assumed that transition required parallel operations of a T-Band and

"other band" system. Due to the nature of the equipment changes, the Working Group determined
that both a T-Band and 700 MHz band system would need to operate simultaneously. The
following table presents the high-level scope of work impacts of the various changes to a system as
a result of transitioning from the T-Band; each factor has been considered in the cost modeling.
Table 4.2: High-Level Assumptions for T-Band Transition
Change

Triggered By

Scope of Work !mpacts

T-Band to 700 or

lnsufficient UHF spectrum requires move

800 MHz in

to 700 or 800 MHz bands.

Additional sites are required to match coverage. All band
specific RF infrastructure must be replaced. All radios

Maintaining the same spectrum

Simulcast equipment will be required at every system

requirements for each system while

(conventional and trunking) including core (e.g.,
comparators) and site (GPS and timing source) elements.

general

replaced. BDAs replaced. Vehicular repeaters replaced.

Simulcast Required

adding coverage sites that result from

frequency shift.
Analog

Forced by move to 700 M Hz which is

Conventional to

digital only band.

Replacement of core network required. Change of
significant number of dispatch consoles required.

Conventional to

Forced due to lack of 6.25 MHz

Complete change of core and all

Trunking

conventional standard P25 and need to

must be trunking and mutual aid partners may need to

move to 700 MHz and use of more than 6

support trunking in radios.

a

a

Digital

Conventional
RF

systems. All radios

channels at any one site.
T-Band trunking to
70O/8OO MHz

for

lnsufficient UHF spectrum, incompatibility
between 700/8OO MHz RF gear and

trunking systems
Migrate some (not

existing core

all) mutual aid
partners to

operators in 700/800 MHz

lnsufficient spectrum for all public safety

All new core required. lncludes switches, simulcast gear,

voting, consoles, logging recorders, etc.
Multi-band radios required in some circumstances

700/800 MHz

time required to transition

Simultaneous Two

The amount of

Band Operations

the infrastructure requires operations on
both bands.

ln addit¡on to current T-Band equipment, a fully functional
parallel system is required. This system must be fully

tested before a trans¡tion can occur. The additional
equipment can have additional impacts to the towers,
HVAC, generator, battery, and ground space. As such,
they may trigger upgrades to these supporting systems.

The following table presents the high level "scope of work" for the various types of systems

considered in this analysis:
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Table 4.3: Cost Model Scope of Work Factors

Existing T-

Target System

Rational For Target System

Scope of Work

Replace:

Band System
Analog'*

700 MHz Digital

Due to limited spectrum in other

Conventional

Conventional

bands, 700 will be most viable

System

System with

alternative for some regions.

simulcast

Will require core change due to
assumed digital conversion.

¡
o
o
o

"

RF Electronics

Core Switch if applicable

Simulcast/voting
Microwave Backbone
Consoles

o
¡
.
Trunking

700 MHz ïDMA

700 MHz narrowbanding triggers

System

Trunking System

TDMA system

with simulcast

Logging Recorder

Add sites for coverage
Upgrade sites as needed

Replace:

¡
o
o
o
.
o
.
.

RF Electronics

Core Switch

Simulcast/voting
Microwave Backbone
Consoles
Logging Recorder

Add sites for coverage
Upgrade sites as needed

Multiple assumptions must be made regarding the subscriber devices due to the lack of information
in ULS. The high-level plan for assessing the cost impacts of subscriber devices is as follows:

prrporas of cost modeling, the Task Group assumed the existing T-Band conventional systems were analog.
to digital, this will trigger an upstream replacement of these systems.
26
Due to change of RF system (new RF systems incompatible with old core system likely on some systems) and the nature

'o
2s

For.

Due to change of RF system

oftrunkingsystems,all coresmustbereplaced. Thelifecycleof mostcorestosupportnewRFsitesisshort,and
therefore, given the likelihood that most cores will be older, few cores are anticipated to be able to support changed
gear. However, it is ant¡cipated thatthe microwave system can be reused.
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Figure 4.4: High Level Subscriber Cost Allocations and Assumptions

System Type

Subscriber Type Assumption

Notes

Conventional

7001800 MHz Digital Conventional

The Working Group believes that many of

conventional systems use "low tier"
Regional assumptions (see chart

below) were made for following
cha

racteristics:
Low-Tier vs. High-Tier
percentage

subscribers costing less. Of the "high tier"
radios, only a portion of those require
interoperability via multiband. 40 percent
of the high tier radios are thought to use

encryption

(LEAs)

Percentage requiring
multiband capability
Percentage requiring trunking
The percentage of high-tier

conventional radios requiring
encryption was defined nationwide
Trunking

at 40 percent
7OO/800 MHz Digital Trunking

While inexpensive trunking radios are

Radio

available, the Working Group believes

Regional assumptions (see chart

these "low-tier" trunked radios represent
on average a smaller percentage than

below) were made for following
cha

racteristics:
Low-Tier vs. High-Tier
percentage

conventional systems. Unless otherwise
stated, L00 percent of the high-tier radios

were assumed and of those it was
assumed that 20 percent require

Percentage requiring

multiband interoperability and 40 percent

multiband capability

require encryption.

The percentage of high-tier

trunking radios requiring
encryption was defined
nationwide at 40 percent.

The regional subscriber assumptions are based on the available knowledge of each region by

Working Group members. For regions without any existing T-Band trunking systems, no trunking
capability was added to the radios. The estimated cost of replacing each radio includes the costs
associated with project management, coordination, programming, engineer¡ng, accessories,
installation, and training. The regional assumptions are included in the detailed model description
section of the document.
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The model includes other data points that are outside the purview of the FCC and the ULS

database. The following table indicates those costs and provides a high-level perspective on the
source for the costs:
Table

4.5: Additional Transition Cost Assumption

tem

Source

Notes

BDAs

NPSTC

The questionnaire captured the quantity of BDAs for the

Questionnaire

-

Regional

respondents. Not all respondents populated the BDA
information, and not all licensees responded, therefore the
response represents a subset of the public safety BDAs in
service. There is no known way to estimate the total BDAs,
and therefore, the Working Group uses the subset of BDAs in

the cost calculation.
Dispatch

ULS Channels

The Working Group estimates there is a high degree of

Consoles

(Proxy)

correlation between the number of consoles and the total
number of channels, therefore, a percentage of the number

of channels (from ULS) is used as a proxy for consoles with
l- to 5 ratio for larger systems and a L to 2 ratio for smaller

a

systems. The Working Group determined that 50 percent of
T-Band consoles would need

to be replaced. The number of

consoles was calculated based on the following formula:

¡

with less than 10 channels: Consoles
Channels x50%x50%
For systems

=

For systems with more than 10 channels: Consoles =
Channels x20%x50%

Vehicular

NPSTC

Repeaters

Questionnaire
Regional

NPSTC T-Band Report

The questionnaire also collected VRS quantities for a subset

-

of the total deployed in the T-Band. There is no known way

to extrapolate the totals for all of public safety, and
therefore, the direct regional quantities are added to the
total cost per region.
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The vast majority of the estimated cost items come from the FCC ULS database. The model
assumes that the data represented in the ULS data accurately represents the currently deployed TBand equipment for public safety, Further, the Working Group assumed that this currently

deployed equipment would be in place just prior to the transition out of the T-Band and would
represent the basis for "comparable facilities." And, as occurred in 800 MHz rebanding, the
Working Group assumed that the federal government would fund transition out of the band with

the same capabilities from a performance and features perspective.
Finally, the Working Group identified other costs that could also impact the net cost to transition

public safety out of the T-Band. Due to a lack of time and the complexity of the issues, these costs

were excluded but could dramatically increase the transition cost. These additional costs that are
excluded from the model include:

o

Subway Systems: Covering subway systems (stations and tunnels) is highly complex and

costly. The cost will depend on the additional fiber optic, coaxial, and radiating cable
needed in the tunnels and other factors. These costs could be substantial depending on
the current facilities in each metro area.

o

Transition Oversight: A program such as the T-Band transition would likely need substantial
oversight at least equivalent to the role of the Transition Administrator for 800 M Hz

rebanding. This oversight could serve to help reduce costs and facilitate the process of the
tra nsition.

o

Regional lnteroperability Coordination: As with 800 MHz rebanding, regional

interoperability would be required during the transition, and the program would fund such
an effort,

o
o

o

o

Additional

VRS and BDAs: The NPSTC questionnaire only captured

information for

a

fractionoftheT-Bandlicensees. Asaresult,therearelikelyadditionalcostsassociated
with additional VRS and BDA assets from those who did not respond.
Other System Changes: The model assumes that existing transmit and receive sites can be
"reused" in the new 700 MHz system. lt may be necessary, due to site availability,
frequency use, or other reasons, that these existing sites may not be usable in the new
system. The additional costs associated with this factor are not included in the model.
Multi-Band lnteroperability: The T-Band licensees are likelyto interoperate with other UHF
licenses that will remain in the UHF band. While the model includes additional costs
associated with multi-band radios for the T-Band licensees, the Working Group could not
estimate the cost associated with those public safety agencies that will remain in UHF and
need interoperability with transitioned former T-Band users.
Other Ancillary Systems: Fire Station Alerting, SCADA, and other systems that may use the
existing T-Band radio systems are likely impacted by a transition. As such, a transition to a
different band would impact subscriber and infrastructure costs. Furthermore, such a
transition could have downstream impacts to these systems and may require wholesale
changes of these ancillary systems.
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to better understand these additional costs and ensure that
public safety could achieve 1O0 percent cqmparable facilities in the new band. The model envisions

A detailed study would be required

a planning process where the licensees would more comprehensively determine the cost of the

transition.

4.4

Cost Model Results

The model results document that more than 55 billion will be needed to accommodate the
transition. The Working Group divided the cost on a regional basis to allow for an understanding

ofthepotentialspectrumauctionbenefitversusthetransitioncostitself. Thefollowingtable
provides the cost breakdown by region for the major categories:
Table 4.6: Public Safety T-Band Transition Cost Summary (Millions of Dollars)

Region
Boston
Chicaso
Dallas

Houston
Los Aneeles

Total Cost

s
$
s
5

s

5

831.0

165.8
s

7s9.7
82.8

IT4
8s7.3

New York
Philadelphia

Pittsbursh
San

Francisco

Washington,

s

S
S

s
S

49.4

s
277.2

90.6

5
1.9L.0

s

5

200

22.5

s

5

30

4.t

s

s
167.7

843
s

Miami

Repeaters

5ites

System

123
s

Lqza.q

262.3

1,1s1.6

s
200.4

203.4

284

s
s

3ss.1

73r

s
72.8
s
374.L
5

196.9
s
45.3
s
76.5

s

s

s

DC

2oe.s

27.7

29.6

Total

S

s,939.7

s
967.9

L,33t.L

s

s
S
s

Subscribers

other2T

Planning

5

126.3

164.0

78

s

s
5

992

90.5

5

72.7

1s3.0

s
104.6

s

s6.5

s

67

5

1s.L

108
s

s

s

08
208.0

s

s

10

15

s

0.9

23r.7

s
108.3

s

63.9

5

4T

s
s

5
S

59
zzg.z
173.s

s

s
S

8.2

615

29s.1

188.9

3ss.1

s
L37.7

34.8

242

s
s

533

s

5

s

445

5

88.9

442

s

28.6

s

s1.L

588

1.0s1.7

s

1,333.2

775.7

s

s
s

128.8
87.9

S

rz.s

s

27.9

s

136

5

s

s

480.1

The table shows more than S5.9 billion ¡n totalT-Band relocat¡on costs. Costs labeled as "othe/'
include BDAs, dispatch consoles, spares, taxes, and VRS. As expected, the table shows that the

cities with substantial T-Band use have substantial costs. New York and Philadelphia both cost in
excess of 51 billion each to relocate. Boston, Chicago, and Los Angeles also have high transition

"

Other cost ¡tems such as vehicular repeaters, BDAs, spares, taxes, etc.
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costs due to the scope of the T-Band systems in those regions. However, some regions with limited

public safety usage such as Houston, Miami, and Dallas cost less than 5L00 million to transition.
The chart below underscores the distribution of cost across all of the regions:
Figure

4.7: T-Band Transition Cost Breakdown

E System

g Sites
U Repeaters

¡

Subscribers

i¿

Other

rl Planning

The chart highlights the primary contributors to the overall costs: the system, site, subscriber, and

repeater costs. As a result of substantial work required at remote radio frequency (RF) sites and
backhaul requirements, the site costs are the highest individualcost group at 29 percent. The
BDAs, VRSs, and the dispatch consoles together account for StZO million of the nearly 56 bill¡on, or

two percent of the overall cost.
The program must fund planning activities for a T-Band transition. These planning funds will enable
the licensees to more accurately establish their existing assets, establish contracts with vendors,
and help negotiate agreements with the federal government for compensation for the transition.
The
Thesefundsmustbegrantedtothelicenseesattheverybeginningofthetransitionprocess.
planning costs estimated by the Working Group total nearly $SOO million across all regions. The
planning costs represent approximately 9 percent of the overall costs of the program.

It is also important to note that these figures do not include any contingency budget. These costs
are high-level estimates. We have addressed excluded items that could increase the cost from tens
of millions to hundreds of millions dollars. ln addition, the Working Group may have overlooked
significant costs associated with the transition. Likewise, it is also possible that the ULS data, the
Working Group assumptions, and the per unit cost figures could be higher or lower than estimated.
As a result, the actual cost could vary substantially from the estimated cost provided in this
document. And, as 800 MHz rebanding has shown, additional costs will be exposed even after the
planning phase is completed. The funding would need to ensure that public safety could
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successfully complete the transition process, and therefore, public safety will require a plan for

a

contingency budget to avoid stranded public safety systems.

4.5 Detailed Model Description
The following sections provide the detailed equations and costs associated with the cost model.

The model consists of three components:

o
o
o

ULS based "localized" costs,

Questionnaire response based "regional" costs and,
Nationwide costs.

The following sections provide the details associated with each aspect of the model. Appendix A

provides detailed cost breakdowns for the individual unit costs associated with the equipment that
must be upgraded or replaced according to the model.

4.5.1 ULS-Based Localized Costs
The model is predominately based on ULS based inputs. For purposes of the cost modeling, the
group determined that each individual licensee represented one "system." A licensee was deemed

to have multiple "systems" if it had both conventional and trunking licenses. lf a unique licensee
(i.e., the same licensee name) possesses multiple licenses, these licenses are aggregated and
assumed to be part of one "system." The following variables describe the ULS based attributes in

the modelfor each system:

o
o

total number of licensed frequency pairs for each "system."
"ULS RF Sites": This is the total number of unique transmit sites in the ULS database for
"ULS Channels": This is the

each "system."

¡
.

"ULS Repeaters": This is the total number of base stations for each "system."
"ULS Mobiles": This is the total number of mobiles and portables assigned to the licenses

for that licensee/system.
The following table depicts a sample of the output from the ULS database used in this analysis,
Separate tables were created for trunking and conventional systems to simplify the model:
Table 4.7: Sample Output from the ULS Database Used for Analysis

Licensee

/ System

Channels RF siter Repeaters Mobiles

Licensee A/System A

2

5

5

L00

Licensee B/System B

5

4

9

40

Licensee C/System

C

7

l

L2

31

Licensee D/System D

7

2

4

60
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The following sections provide the details on the costs associated with ULS based factors. They are

broken up by:

o

System Related Costs: Centralized and core costs associated with the transition from the T-

Band. These costs are based on the type and scope ofthe system per row in the

ULS

database.

o

-Site-Related Costs: Costs associated transmit and receive sites (e.g., towers and rooftops).
These costs are based on the number of RF sites per system.

o
o

Repeater-Related Costs: Costs associated with the quantity of repeaters.
Mobile-Related Costs: Costs associated with the quantities of mobiles (includes portables).

4.5.1 System-Related Costs
The system costs focus on the "core" or "centralized" elements of each "system. Of course, the

complexity of the system costs is a function of the type of existing T-Band system and the type of
"target" system. The following table represents the logic for determining the system costs on a per
system basis of all ULS licensees. Systems will be broken out in the ULS by conventional and

trunking:
Table

4.8: Conventional

Condition

vs. Trunking Cost Model Assumptions

System Scope

Percent Affected
Systems

Conventional

o

T-Band
System with

upgrade

Trunking T-

o

lmplement new system core to support digital
700 MHz channels (including switch, simulcast
gear, voting, consoles, logging recorder)
lncludes budget for host facilities (e.g., UPS) to

support additional equipment
Add gateway to T-Band System

o
oPM
o Engineering
. lmplement new system core (including switch,
o

simulcast gear, voting, consoles, logging
recorder)
lncludes budget for host facilities (e.g., UPS) to

o

support additional equipment
Add gateway to T-Band System

Band System

PM]

100 percent of

conventional systems
are affected due to
digital transition (note:
consoles are treated

separately and some are
assumed to be retained)
100 percent of existing
T-Band systems are

affected (note: consoles
are treated separately

and some are assumed

to be retained)

Ensineerins

The estimation for the system costs are broken up by the size of the system. The system cost

estimate includes all items defined in the above chart. The size of the system is based on the
number of repeaters listed within the ULS database. ln reality, the costs associated with the core

network depend on a variety of factors that are not available in the ULS. Therefore, the Working
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Group established small, medium, large, and very large core "buckets." This allowed the Working
Group to capture the larger scope of the larger cores as well as the perceived likelihood that the
larger systems would have additional costly features. Fundamentally, the "core" costs include

everything outside of site, repeater, and subscriber cost -those costs that are "centralized." The
breakdown of the system size and their estimated cost is as follows:
Table 4.9: T-Band System Size Cost Model Assumptions

System
Size

Repeater

Trunked Systems

Size
RanEe

Cost

0<x<7

Sl-,i.63,000

7<x<30

SL,436,ooo

Scope

Conventional Svstems
Cost

Core switch, gateway, Logging
Small
System

Medium
System
Large
System

30<x<100

S2,7s7,ooo

p100

S8,2oo,ooo

Very
Large
Svstem

recorder, simulcast, and CAD
I nterface
Small system features plus
encryption and operations and
maintenance system (fault

manasementl
Medium system plus georedundancv
Large system plus data (e.g.,
GPS),

text, and lSSl interface.

s6o9,ooo

sL,242,OOO

Scope
Logging recorder,
gateway, and
simulcast
Small system features
plus core switch, CAD
lnterface, O&M
system

52,462,oo0

53,793,000

Medium system plus
data. seo-redundancv
Large system data,

text, and

lSSl

interface

The breakpoints occur based on the total quantity of repeaters for the transition system.

Therefore, the "size" of the core costs are based on the additional repeaters that result from the
additional 700 MHz sites and repeaters. For example, a medium-sized system is one with between
7 and 30 repeaters after the new coverage sites and their associated repeaters are added to the

total. The detailed cost breakdown of the core/systems can be found in Appendix

A.

The model

includes an additional L0 percent of the system costs outlined above to address planning costs.

4.5.3 Site Related Costs
Site-related costs include those associated with supporting facilities to the repeaters. This includes
other costs that cannot be directly linked to repeaters. Site costs
are highly complex in that the transition triggers multiple potential costs. First, a transition from

towers, shelters, HVAC,

UPS, and

the T-Band to 700/800 MHz involves coverage differences that require additional sites. Those new
sites could be new tower builds or site leases. Furthermore, the coverage differential is much more
challenging to address for a system with only L site compared with 1 of 30 sites. Second,

a

transition that requires simultaneous operations of T-Band and 700/800 MHz systems requires that

there is sufficient tower space, shelter space, HVAC capacity, and UPS capacity to support both
svstems during the transition. As many existing towers or supporting facilities are overloaded, this
requirement could trigger upgrades or replacements to many facilities in the 11 markets. Third, the
extensive use of receive only conventional sites creates complications in determining site count
impacts. These sites (and their RF and backhaul equipment) are not included in the ULS database.
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The database only includes transmit sites. As a result, costs associated with receive only or

"satellite" receive sites must be determined via available sources.
The site contribution quantities are divided into the following categories:

o

New Sites: New sites are those that are required beyond the existing sites. New sites may
be added as capital builds (where public safety pays for the construction of new towers) or
leased sites (where public safety leases existing towers). New sites are the result of:

o

Capital Sites: Sites where public safety must build all underlying facilities to

support the repeater systems. This includes the tower, pad, shelter, backhaul,
HVAC, UPS, and generators.

o

Leased Sites: Sites where the tower and pad exist, but public safety must add

shelter, backhaul, HVAC, UPS, and generators (these items are not assumed to be
shared).

o

lt should be noted that these cost estimates do NOT include the land acquisition
costs.

o

ExistinB Sites: Existing sites are those that exist today. This includes sites that are transmit

and receive (which are included in the ULS database)and receive only sites (which are not
included in the ULS database). Existing sites are broken into two categories:

o

Refurbished Sites: Sites where the basic facilities are largely adequate, however,

they require some level of "upgrade." This includes structural reinforcements,
HVAC upgrade, and possible UPS upgrade.

o

"As ls" Sites: Sites where the existing facilities can accommodate the transition.
However, these sites will require structural analysis at a minimum.

o

Additional Microwave: Today, public safety uses a combination of leased circuits and
microwave to backhaul its traffic to the network core. The Working Group assumes that
some temporary additional circuits can be leased to support the transition system.

Additionally, where microwave systems support the current system, some of those systems
can accommodate the additional temporary capacity. The Working Group assumes that 50
percent of all existing sites2s require complete microwave system replacement. The
Working Group further assumes that L00 percent of the new coverage sites require new
microwave systems to minimize the operations costs associated with the transition.
The distribution between the various sites in the model is as follows:

o

New Sites: 50 percent capital sites, 50 percent leased sites. lt is important

to note that

these new sites will incur additional operational costs for T-Band licenses. Leased sites will
incur additional long-term costs.

28

The Working Group lacks information on the percentage of microwave system use versus leased circuits. We
directionally assume 50 percent microwave use, and therefore, we assume that all of these microwave systems must be
replaced. This is predominately due to the analog to digital transition for conventional systems. Conventional systems
make up 90 percent of the transmit sites in the ULS database.
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.

Existing Sites: 60 percenU "As ls", 40 percent refurbished sites.

It should be noted that across all

RF

sites, equipment required to support simulcast

communications is included,

4.5.4 Receive Only Impact
Due to receive only sites involved in conventional networks, conventional and trunking systems
must be treated separately regarding the number of sites. And in the case of conventional systems,

the model considers receive only sites differently due to the reduced equipment level at receive
only sites. As discussed earlier, there is no FCC ULS information regarding the quantity of receive
sites. However, in the T-Band questionnaire, NPSTC did collect the quantity of T-Band receivers.
The region by region summary is below:
Table 4.10: Satellite Receive Usage

Boston

634

516

Satellite / Base
Station
t.228682

Chicaeo

s25

64

8.203125

Dallas

0

28

0

Houston

0

2

0

1015

903

1..72403L

1

1.L

0.090909

New York

832

1220

0.681967

Philadelohia

306

867

o.3s294t

Pittsbursh

86

41.

2.O9756t

San Francisco

74

377

0.L96286

0

287

0

4316

0.80468

Los Anseles

Miami

Washington,

No. of Base
Stations

No. of Satellite.
Receivers

Region

DC

Overall

3473

The table shows that there is extensive satellite receiver use in Chicago and Pittsburgh and a high

degree of use in Boston, LA, and New York. The remaining regions had limited satellite receiver use
in comparison with base stations with no usage in Dallas, Washington, DC, and Houston. However,

it is unclear if this use of satellite receivers will be consistent with T-Band licensees who did not
respond to the questionnaire. ln order to retain what seems to be regional trends on the use of
satellite receivers, the model assumes that the multiplier associated between base stations and
satellite receivers applies to additional receive only sites. ln other words, in Chicago, there are an
average of 8.2 receive only sites per transmit site; however, in DC, there are no receive only sites.

4,5,6 Coverage Impact
The difference in free space path loss is 20*log(f) resulting in 4.26 dB advantage of T-Band over 700
MHz coverage. Making up that differential is possible with additional sites. However, the number
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of additional sites is a more complicated matter. The Los Angeles Regional lnteroperable
Communications System (LA-RICS) estimates their larger system requires 25 percent additional

sites, However, a single site system will have coverage holes open up in all directions. ln that case,
20 percent additional sites results in only 0.2 sites which is insufficient to recover from the coverage
holes. lnstead, the model assumes that systems with a small number of sites, more new sites are
required to provide comparable coverage.
The model used for new coverage sites is:

.
o

ULS

Sites = L, New Sites =2

ULS

Sites >= 2, New Sites = .25 *ULS Sites (for each system the number of sites will be

rounded up to the nearest integer)
The resulting table then represents the total quantities of the different types of sites for each
region:
Table 4.11: Radio Site Cost Comparison

Site Category
New CapitalTX/RX"

Quantity

50% * New Sites (see above for formula)

Sites

Cost Each
S3i.2,ooo

50%

* New Sites (see above for formula)

S52,ooo

SOYI

*

ULS Sites

S87,ooo

"As ls" TX/RX Sites

sOYo* ULS Sites

$1o,ooo

New Microwave

tOO%* New Sites

S125,000 per link

New Leased TXIRX
Sites

Refurbished TXlRX
Sites

Sites (TXIRX)
Existing Microwave

*

ULS Sites

50%*

ULS Sites

* Regional Multiplier

$87,ooo

SOyo* ULS Sites

* Regional Multlpl¡er

$i.o,ooo

50%

S125,000

/

Link

Sites (TX/RX)

"As ls" Receive Only
Sites

Refurbished Receive
Only Sites
Simulcast Sites

IOO%* (New Sites +

ULS Sites)

S5o,ooo

(rxlRX)
The model does not add coverage sites that might result from satellite receive sites

2sIX/RXisanabbreviationoftransmit/receive.

and
ltrepresentss¡testhathavebothatransmit(outboundtomobiles)
receive (inbound from mobiles) function as opposed to receive only (or satellite) sites. The model treats these site types
separately.
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4.5.7 Repeater-Related Costs
The repeater-related costs include those elements that can be easily linked to repeaters. This
includes base stations (ortrunking repeaters), satellite receivers, antennas, cables, and combiners.
Because these elements are required for the new 700 MHz systems in parallel with the T-Band
system, the model assumes that new cables (that might normally be able to be reusable at the new

frequency) are required. Therefore, the full complement of

RF

components is required. And since

new RF equipment is required at new coverage sites, these sites need a full complement of RF
components. lmportantly, the costs associated with repeaters are different depending on whether
the equipment uses conventional or trunking repeaters. Additionally, because the 700 MHz band
requires 6.25 kHz equivalent capability, any trunking system requires Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) capable repeaters.
The following formal applies to conventional and trunking system repeater quantities:
Repeaters = ULS Repeaters + (New Sites

*

ULS Repeaters/ULS Sites)

This equation factors in the additional repeaters associated with the new sites at the same

repeaters per site ratio as is currently available in ULS. The Working Group assumed that the
existing T-Band systems are Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), and therefore, a single talk

path per channel. Due to the migration to TDMA for trunking systems, the total number of
repeaters is reduced by 50 percent due to the double capacity available for each repeater.
The following formal applies to conventional systems satellite receiver30 quantities:

Satellite Receivers = ULS Repeaters

* Regional Multiplier

The following table then provides the formula associated with the repeater and satellite receiver
costs:
Table 4.12: Repeater & Satellite Receiver Cost Model

Equipment Type

Quantity

Cost Each

TDMA Trunking

s64,000

Conventional

50%" (ULS Repeaters + (New Sites
* ULS Repeaters/ULS Sites))
ULS Repeaters + (New Sites * ULS

Repeater

Repeaters/ULS Sites)

Satellite Receiver

ULS Repeaters

Repeater

30

* Regional Multiplier

55o,ooo
s35,000

function (no transmit) at a particular s¡te.
ThemovetoTDMAallowsfor2channelsfor
lnthiscase,thecurrenttrunk¡ngsystemsarepresumedtobeFDMA.
every repeater, and therefore, the 700 MHz systems require half the repeaters.
A satellite rece¡ver is one which provides only the receive

31
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Finally, the Working Group concluded that Dispatch Console quantities are correlated with number

of channels. For both the trunking and conventional systems, it was estimated that 50 percent of
the consoles across the region would be able to support the upgrade. Of those systems requiring
new consoles it was estimated that for small systems with less than 10 channels they would require
one console for every two channels. For systems with more than L0 channels it was estimated that
one console would be required for every 5 channels.

4.5.8 Subscriber-Related Costs
The public safety user equipment undergoes substantial changes with regards to the transition.
The scarcity of multiband subscriber devices in the T-Band currently means that the vast majority of
the radios must be replaced. While a substantial percentage of the in-service radios are expected

to be UHF (450-470 MHz) capable by the late 2010s, it was deemed by the Working Group that
there is so little UHF spectrum available, that the most viable opportunity was in 700 MHz. As a
result, the Working Group expects that all T-Band radios must be replaced with 700 MHz radios.
The following table provides the breakdown of the subscriber devices:
Table 4.13: Subscriber Device Cost Model Assumptions

Percent

Tvpe

Comments

Hieh vs. Low Tier Radios
Percentage of High-Tier
Conventional Radios
Percentage of High-Tier
Trunked Radios

50%32

Hieh-Tier radios are capable of, encryption and multiband
As per the feedback from the questionnaire and working

LOO%

sroup participants

Conventional vs. Trunking
Percentage of

60 percent of the High-Tier Conventional radios require

Conventional Radios with
Trunkine

6o0/o

interoperabilitv with trunking systems.

Percentage Conventional
Radios with Conventional
Svstems

40%

40 percent of the radios only need conventional capability

Regional
Values

Percentage of the H¡gh-Iier radios requiring ongoing
interoperabilitv with UHF band after migration to 700 MHz

Sinele Band vs. Multiband

Percentage of Multiband

Encryption
Represents the expected total law enforcement

Percentage of radios with

Encrvotion

4Oo/o

oercentase of all radios

32

Fifty percent is the default value. lf specific information regarding a region is known, that specific value is included in
the model. See the table below for those details.
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Reg

ional Radio Assumptions
Regional

System

Boston

Conventional

of High-Tier
Radios & Mobiles

Add Trunking to High-

Add Multi-Band to

Tier Conventional Radio

High-Tier Radio

40%

o%

s0%

60%

s0%

%

Boston

Trunked

Chicago

Conventional

700%

Chicago

Trunked

IOO%

Dallas

Conventional

Dallas

Trunked

5Oo/o

Conventional

50%

DC

Trunked

100%

Conventional

Houston

Trunked

LA

Conventional

LA

Trunked

90%

60%

90%

60%

Qo/o

s0%

600/o

20%

Trunked
Conventional

20%

NY

Trunked

rco%

Philadelphia

Conventional

50%

Philadelphia

Trunked

Pittsburgh

Conventional

Pittsburgh

Trunked

San Fran

Conventional

San Fran

Trunked

dio

90%

LOO%

NY

na I Ra

50o/o

50%

Miami

o

50%

s0%

Conventional

nv e nti

60%

o%

Miami

Co

s0%
so%

LOÙ%

DC

Houston

s0%
60%

20%
60%

50%

50%

o%

s0%

50%

60%

s0%

50%

LOO%

LOOo/o

50%

As sump tio ns

Using Chicago as an example, the overall formulas for each type of device for conventional systems
is as follows:
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Type of Radio

Quantity Formula

Low Tier Conventional

ULS

Mobiles * 0%

Unit Cost

Notes

s1,s00

60 percent of all conventional
radios low-tier

Radio
High Tier Conventional

ULS

Only Radio

4Oo/"

Mobiles * IOO% *

s4,175

100 percent high tier, and of
those 40 percent only have
conventional

High Tier Conventional

ULS

Radio add Trunking

60%

Additional Multi-band

ULS

Capability

50%

Additional Encryption

ULS

Capability

40%

Mobiles * LOjYy*

Sr,¡oo

Of 100 percent high tier, 60
percent also have trunking

Mobiles *

tjj%

*

Sgoo

Of high tier radios, 50 percent

are multiband

Mobiles * TOOY,*

s800

Of high tier radios, 40 percent
are encrypted

Trunking Radio Assumptions
Using Chicago as an example, the following table applies to trunking radios:
Type of Radio

Quantity Formula

High Tier Radio with

ULS

Mobiles * I0O%

Unit Cost

Notes

55,475

L00 percent high

tier

Trunking
Add¡tional Multi-band

ULS

Capability

5oo/o

Mobiles * LOjYI*

S9oo

Of high tier radios,
50 percent are

multiband
Mobiles * 7O0Yo*

Additional Encryption

ULS

Capability

40%

Saoo

Of high tier radios,

40 percent are
encrypted

4.6 Other Costs
Regional costs include those not easily attributable to the local systems. Regional costs include the

following elements:
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Table

4.14

BDA and Vehicle Repeater Cost Model

Item

lncludes donor and coverage antennas, cables, amplifier, installation,
engineering, and project management.

Directional

Amplifier

3s,000
lncludes repeater, mobile, antenna and cable installation,
engineering, and project management.

Vehicle
Repeater
Svstem

Notes

Cost

Bi-

23,000

4.6.1 Spares
Public safety generally keeps sufficient spare inventory in order to retain high service availability.

will have spares that must be
replaced to properly operate on 700 MHz systems. Ten percent is generally a good rule-of-thumb
for sparing rates employed by public safety licensees. ln order to simplify the model, the ten
percent spare level was applied to 75 percent of the overall cost (outside of the planning costs).
The spare costs were applied to the overall regional totals.
As a result, the Working Group expected that these T-Band licensees

4.6.3 Taxes
Some members of the Working Group advised that in their area, even local governments are
required to pay sales tax. The model includes taxes applied to non-labor items based on regional

overallsalestaxes. Seventy-fivepercentoftheoverallregionalcosts(outsideof planningcosts)
were assumed to be taxable. The following taxes were applied to the overall regional cost.

RegionalValues

Sales Tax

Boston

450%

Chicago

LL50%

Dallas

8.25%

DC

6.00%

Houston

825%

LA

9.OO%

Miami

7.50%
8.88%

NY

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Fran

8.OO%
8.OO%

'8.75%

that the applicability of sales tax on purchases by state and local governments
varies by state or jurisdiction. The total tax included from the model for public safety T-Band
relocation is approximately 5300 million. To the extent some local and state T-Band licensees are
not required to pay sales taxes, a portion of that cost could be reduced accordingly.
NPSTC is aware
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4.7 Potential Changes in Cost Structure
A Working Group member pointed out that if an agency were ultimately required to transition from

its individual T-Band system to a regionally operated trunked system in another band, changes in
cost structure could occur. For example, some agencies that have an individual system have
negotiated no-charge lease agreements with tower or building owners, which mean there is no
associated line item in their budget. Moving to a regionally operated trunked system could
translate to the need to include line items in the budget for costs that include factors for
infrastructure maintenance. However, such costs, if applicable, are not predictable forthe highlevel analysis NPSTC conducted.

4,8 Timing Required to Plan and Implement Relocation
The Act presents multiple challenges associated with

timing. Based on the complexity of

relocation, the Working Group expects a T-Band transition to take longer than 800 MHz rebanding.
It was in March 2002 that the FCC issued its first Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) for 800
MHz rebanding, 1L years ago. Rules were defined in an

FCC

decision issued in July 2OO4 and

a

rebanding schedule was approved by the FCC in March 2005.33 Those decisions set forth a process
and planned schedule for a multi-year process which has actually taken many years beyond the
schedule originally adopted. Given that the Commission has recently released a Public Notice
seeking comments on the T-Band, it may take upwards of one year before a NPRM could be

released. And due to border issues, 800 MHz rebanding is not finished.
A program such as 800 MHz rebanding that was focused largely on subscriber device
reprogramming and limited subscriber replacement provides a glimpse into the effort required for

transition. However, in this case, due to parallel systems operation, additional coverage
sites, and, in most cases, replacement of all infrastructure and subscriber equipment, the program
is far more complex and time consuming. For example, if an existing tower cannot support the
dual-band load (both T-Band and 700 MHz), a new tower may be required. With that new tower
are multiple steps, lt can take months or years to simply secure approval to build the tower. The
typical Land Mobile Radio system takes 3 to 5 years to construct, and, therefore, this additional
a T-Band

time would be added to the 800 MHz rebanding duration.
The Act calls for the funding of the public safety relocation to come from the auction proceeds, not

scheduled until 2019. As a result, there is substantial gap between the funding for relocation and
when the relocation process should begin. The cost analysis above shows that 5500 million is
required for planning alone. And given the Working Group's expectation that T-Band relocation will
take longer due to its complexities, the program should have commenced prior to 2009 in order to
meet the 2023 deadline.

33

See lmproving Public Safety Communications in the 800 MHz Band, Report ond Order,WT Docket No. 02-55, 19FCC Rcd
14969 (2004) (Report and Orderl. See olso Supplementol Order and Order on Reconsiderotion, WT Docket No. 02-55, 19
FCC Rcd 25120 (2OO4l (Supplemental Orderl; and Public Notice in WT Docket No. 02-55, DA 05-619, issued March L1,
200s.
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5. Potential Auction Value
Section 6103 of Public law 1,12-96 indicates that proceeds from the auction of the public safety Tband spectrum will be made available to the Assistant Secretary of Commerce to make grants "...in
such sums as necessary to cover relocation costs forthe relocation of public safety entities from the
T-Band spectrum." The law does not address whether there was any consideration given to

a

situation in which the T-Band auction proceeds would be insufficient to cover the relocation cost.
While there is no certainty in predicting future auction proceeds, the NPSTC T-Band Working Group
has examined the spectrum environment potential auction bidders would face that would impact
auction results, First, it is important to recognize that high-value spectrum auctions over the last
several years most often involve spectrum for which bidders plan to deploy for broadband

operations. Forexample,inoneofthemostrecentmajorspectrumauctions,inMarch2008
Verizon paid 54.7 billion f or 22 MHz of spectrum in the 700 M Hz upper C block that essentially
provides a nationwide license. Verizon has subsequently deployed broadband LTE on an aggressive
schedule and anticipates providing 4G Broadband service to match its 3G coverage footprint by mid
2OL3.14 Similarly, AT&T purchased 700 MHz band spectrum in the auction and on the aftermarket

and is also deploying broadband LTE. AT&T has indicated it will cover about 300 million people
with its 4G LTE network by yearend o120L4.3s At the time of the 7OO MHz band auction in 2008, it
was clear that the spectrum would be cleared of incumbent operations nationwide in June 2009 by
legislation and subsequent FCC rules. Therefore investment could lead to broadband 4G
deployments without undue delay.
ln contrast, potential auction bidders of the T-Band spectrum (TV channels t4-2O) would face a far
different environment. While public safety systems required to be cleared under the legislation

operate in the top eleven markets as discussed in Sections 'J. and 2 of this report, the band also
supports a large number of broadcast services throughout the country, as shown in the map
below,36

34

3s

tt

See Ver¡zon

to Complete its 4G

See AT&T plots

Thi,

r.p

LTE

Buildout in M¡d-201.3, BGR, Novembe r 8,2072.

Sl4billion network buildout; Sprint nabs spectrum. zDNet, November7,2O72.

was publicly available on the Spectrum Bridge website. Spectrum Bridge is one of the database providers
the FCC to help protect TV and land mobile facilities from interference as TV White Space devices are

endorsed by
deployed.
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Public Law 112-96 that addresses public safety relocation and auction of the public safety
T-band spectrum also includes separate unrelated sections addressing "incentive auctions" of
broadcast spectrum. As noted by the FCC Notice or Proposed Rulemaking regarding incentive
auctions involving broadcast spectrum, Congressional authority for such incentive auctíons requires

that they be voluntary:
"Section 6402, codified at 47 U.S.C. 5 3090X8XG), authorizes the Commission to conduct
incentive auctions in which licensees may voluntarily relinquish their spectrum usage rights
in order to permit the assignment by auction of new initial licenses subject to flexible use
service rules, in exchange for a portion of the resulting auction proceeds." lemphøsis
oddedl3T

Therefore, Public Law 1L2-96 only mandates auction of the public safety T-Band spectrum, not the
same spectrum in other areas used by the many broadcast stations shown on the above map. lt is
not practicaJ to mix commercial broadband services with existing television services in the same
spectrum, as evidenced by the necessary transition of TV operations out of TV channels 52-69 (698806 MHz) to make way for both commercial and public safety operations in the 700 MHz band.
The following map depicts the select areas in the U.S. in which land mobile T-Band operations

exists. Both public safety and industrial/business T-Band operations exists in these areas and under
the law the T-Band spectrum used by public safety would be auctioned.

tt

Noti.e of Proposed Rulemaking, ln the Matter of Expanding the Economic and lnnovation Opportun¡t¡es of Spectrum
Through lncentive Auctions, Docket NO. t2-268, released October 2, 2012, at paragraph 27.
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These two foregoing maps together show that clearing public safety from the band does not result
in a potentially attractive scenario for potential auction bidders, given the large number of licenses
in the broadcast services that would remain throughout the U.S. even if public safety operations

were relocated,
It is also important to note that broadcast operations exist even ¡n some of the top LL markets on
T-band channels not allocated to public safety or industrial/business land mobile use. As addressed
earlier in this report, only select TV channels within the T-Band are allocated for land mobile use in

eachofthel-1-markets. Only24MHzofthe42MHzofspectruminTVchannelsl,4-2Oareallocated
for land mobile in the Los Angeles market, with 18 MHz in the New York markets, and only a
portion of that is public safety. ln most of the LL T-Band markets, only L2 MHz of the 42 MHz is
allocated for land mobile and in several markets only 6 MHz is allocated, As in allT-Band markets
only a portion of the land mobile T-Band spectrum is used by public safety and subject to the
auction. Furthermore,asnotedinSectionlofthisreport,theportionoftheT-Bandspectrum
considered to be "public safety" is designated on a land mobile channel-by-channel basis.
lndustrial/business channels and public safety channels are intermixed, so public safety spectrum

is

not contiguous.
The relatively limited geographic areas that would result from clearing public safety out of the TBand, the lack of common spectrum availability in these

11-

areas, and the lack of contiguous

spectrum all would be expected to significantly reduce the attraction and resultant auction value of
this spectrum for commercial broadband operations. Subscribers on such commercial systems
would be limited to roaming on the specific segments of T-Band spectrum auctioned across no
geographic areas. Nationwide roaming on the T-Band spectrum segments
auctioned would not be feasible, given the significant number of broadcast operations that would
more than the

11-

remain in the band.
The reduced value of the T-Band spectrum that could be made available through an auction brings

into serious question whether the auction proceeds even under the most optimistic projection,
would be sufficient to cover the cost of public safety relocation from the band. NPSTC believes a
significant amount of supplemental funding would be needed to relocate the public safety
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operations into some alternate spectrum with equivalent high reliability and comparable coverage
as provided by the current T-Band land mobile operations.

6. Conclusions:
Based on the foregoing analysis, NPSTC draws the following conclusions:

o

The provisions of Section 6103 of Public Low 712-96 and the subsequent FCC freeze couse o

major disruption to public safety ogencies that rely heavily on T-Bond.

o

Analysis of public safety spectrum bands shows thot at leost 5 of the LL metro areas do not
hove sufficient spectrum in any band to relocate their existing T-Band operations. These
dreos ore the Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, ond Philodelphia metros. The

adequocy of relocation spectrum in three odditional areos, Son Francisco, Washington, D.C.,
qnd Pittsburgh is morginol.

o

Even if spectrum could be located to support existing T-Band systems, the cost to move
public safety operations in the LL metro qreas to new frequencies is estimdted to dt

approximatelV

SS.g

billion. This estimate excludes the cost to relocate industriol 'siness

users, if necessorv.

o

Extensive TV broadcast operations throughout the country and industríal/business systems

in 71 metro markets remain on T-Band chonnels even if public safety systems ore relocated
out of the bond. Also, the T-Band frequencies used by public safety are not consistent
ocross the metro oreos ond are not oll contiguous, moking the spectrum unottractive

for

commerciol broadband use. These circumstonces are unlikely to produce the auction
revenue needed for public safety relocotion.

.

If TV and industrial/business were also required to move, thot would require additional
relocøtion funding, so the net ouction revenue is still likely to be ø negotive value.

o

As addressed in the report, it is not yet vioble to rely on the planned nationwide public

søfety broodbond network as o likely option to support mission criticol voice operotions that
would be displaced from the T-Bond. The law does not provide sufficient time for the
necessøry planning, purchosing, and instollation octivities thot would be needed to migrate

public sofety ogencies from the¡r existing T-Band spectrum.

o

Gíven the lack of alternative spectrum, cost of relocotion, disruption to vital public safety
services, and likelihood thot the spectrum auction would not even cover relocation costs,
/VPSIC believes implementing the T-Bønd legislation is not feasible, provides no public

¡nterest benefit and the matter should be re-visited by Congress.
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Appendix B: Detailed Cost Model Breakdowns
The following tables provide the detailed cost and scope information for many of the high-level
costs in the model presented above. These costs are grouped below in System, Site, Repeater,
Subscriber, and other costs. These costs do not include the up-front planning costs. These are
assumed to be 10% of the transition cost for infrastructure and 5300 per radio. Therefore, those
costs are in addition to the unit costs listed below.

System Costs
The following table provides the detailed cost breakdown of the system costs by size and system

type:

Trunked

Small

Medium

Systems
Large

Conventional Systems

Very

Large

Medium

Small

Large

Very Large

Core Network

costs+

5514,000 56s1,000 S1,0s2,000 51,816,000 5313,000 5600,000 51,145,000
simulcast/voting s1s4,000 s297,000 s69s,000 s3,83s,000 s8s,000 srgs,ooo s:zr,ooo

s42,000 s ss,000 557,000
Recorder $25,000 S 40,000 580,000

GatewaySysrem++

s

Logging

S

Power Systems

(core

onty)

System Software

serv¡ces

2L9,000 s150,000 S-

540,000 S 3s,000 5170,000 5 170,000 540,000 550,000
s25,000 s ¡s,ooo s70,000

s

components 5263,000

Total

NPSTC

5175,000

150,000

5400,000

140,000 s40,000 5s0,000 s75,000

s150,000

PM, lnstallation

core

s42,000 s9s,000
540,000 S 12s,000

57,422,000
s69s,000
s110,000

Saz:,ooo 5620,000 51,850,000

S

131-,000

S

5275,000 5 550,000

5841,000

S1,163,00

0
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,436,000

s

2,7'7,OOO s 8,200,000 s 609,000

5

t,224,0OO 52,462,000

s 3,793,000
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Site Costs
Table 1: New Capital Site Unit Cost (Transmit and Receive)

Item

Cost

Comment

Land Cost

TBD

Depends upon area Sloo-S4ooK

AandE

s20,000

Site Architecture and Engineering Service

Development

S2s,ooo

Preparation of site

Tower (100')

Sss,ooo

Depends upon part of Country/Wind Loading

lnsta llation

s3o,ooo

Grounding systems

s3.000

Buildine

s82,000

t2X28X9 Shelter see attached

Batteries

$14,ooo

5-6 Hours of operation

Generator

s28,ooo

Output 60 KW LP or Diesel

Trenchine

lncluded in site prep

Fenc¡ns

Alarm svstem

ss,000
Ss,ooo

Cameras

s10,000

Other

s2s,ooo

Total:

S312,ooo

lndoor and outdoor
Plus cost of land!

Table 2: New Leased Site Costs (Transmit and Receive)

Operations Cost
Item

lmonthlvl

Capital Cost

Comment

Site Rent
Per Antenna on

ssoo

Tower

s40o

Electric

s20o

Batteries

s14,000

Generator

S28,ooo

Misc

Slo,ooo

Total Leased

s52,ooo
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s400/Month)

LTE

(would add

$1,400
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Table

3:

Refurbished Sites Capital Cost (Transmit and Receive)

Item

Cost

Notes

Beef up tower

s3o,ooo

Batteries

s14,0oo

New Batteries for site

Generator

S28,ooo

New Generator

Misc

s15,000

Iotal per site upgrade

s87,ooo

Table

4: Microwave

Costs For New and Upgrade Sites (Transmit and Receive)

Item
6'Dishes

s16,ooo

Wave guide

s2s,000

Radios

ss0,000

PM, lnstall,
Eneineerins

s34,000

Total

Table

Notes

Cost

Space diversity

Redundant (hot standby)

lncludes equipment for
entire link (both ends) per
remote RF site

S12s,ooo

5: Simulcasting Equipment Cost

Item
Simulcast equipment and
servrces

NPSTC T-Band Report

Per S¡te (Transmit Sites)

Cost

Sso,ooo

Notes
GPS, clock source and including all

PM, install, other services
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Repeater (Base Station) Related Costs
Table 6: Repeater and Satellite Receive Costs

Item

Notes

Cost

Conventional

ss0,000

lncludes conventional repeater, antennas, combiners, multicoupler, and
cables with associated services. Per repeater/base station.

Repeater
Trunked TDMA

s54,ooo

lncludes TDMA trunking repeater, antennas, combiners, multicoupler, and
cables with associated services. PeTTDMA repeater (two channels per

Repeater

repeater)

Satellite Receiver

s3s,000

lncludes antenna, receiver, cables, multicoupler and associated services

(Receive Only)

Mobile
Table

/

Subscriber Device Costs

7: low-Tier Conventional

Radios

Item

Cost

Notes

Portable Radio

sr,225

700 MHz public safetv qualitv radio, low tier, low channel capacitv

Accessories

S2oo

Confisuration

Szs

PM,

Coordination,
Sub Total

Table

8:

S4oo

lnclude charger, speaker microphone, spare battery and case
Technician time for initial PM and programming
Code plug development, distribution of radios, inventory management, overall

oroiect manasement

s1.900

High-Tier Conventional Radios

Item

Cost

Notes

Portable Radio

Sg,soo

700 MHz public safetv qualitv radio, hish-tier, high channel capacitv

Accessories

550o

Confieuration

S7s

Technician time for initial PM and orosrammins
Code plug development, distribution of radios, inventory management overall

PM,

Coordination.
Sub Total

lnclude charger, speaker microphone, spare battery and case

S¿oo

oroiect manasement

54,f-7s

NPSTC T-Band Report
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Table

9: High-TierTrunking

Radios

Item

Cost

Notes

Portable Radio

s3s00

700 MHz public safety quality radio, high tier, high channel capacity

Trunkins

1300

P25

Accessories

Ssoo

lnclude charger, speaker microphone, spare battery and case

Confisuration

s7s

Sub Total

Technician time for programming
Code plug development, distribution of radios, inventory management overall

PM,

Coordination.

trunkins software

S40o

proiect manaqement

Ss+zs

Other Costs
The cost estimates or the trunked and conventional consoles is given below
Encryption
(5% Unit
Disoatch Consoles

Unit Price

Costl

lnstallation
(50% Unit
Costl

Notes

Unit Total
lncludes Encryption,

Trunked TDMA
Disoatch Consoles
Dispatch Consoles
for Conventional
Svstems

NPSTC T-Band Report

trunking capability,

s

40,000

s

2,000

s

21,ooo

s

63,000

s

30,000

s

1,500

s

1s,7s0

5

47,2s0

AMBE codec
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LA.RICS

2525 Corporate Place, Suite 200
Monterey Park, California 917 54
(323) 881-8291

PATRICK J. MALLON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

March 28,2013

TO:
FROM:

LA-RICS Legislative Committee Members
Beatriz Cojulun
LA-RICS Project Team

SUBJECT: LA-RICS LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING SCHEDULE FOR 2013
The Legislative Committee Meeting will meet on the 3'd Wednesday of the month at
1:00 pm. The schedule for the 3'o Wednesday is as follows:
April 17 ,2013
May 15,2013
June 19,2013
July 17,2013
August 21,2013
September 18,2013
October 16,2013
November 20,2013
December 18,2013

The location would be determined once a schedule is approved. An attempt to
coordinate with the LA County Fire Department training room coordinator to set all
meetings there, if possible. We will be posting our monthly notices for these meetings.

Please let me know if you have any questions on this
(323) 881-8286

matter. I can be reached at

Agenda ltem 4.2, Attachment

G

